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EXTRACT SRO!! FILE OF "THE HHTHJ* 1947 , 
T4KEST AT T.'E IHSTaIICE OF 3.IORPAL SIIiGH I/C 

SUCH HISTORY RESEARCH DEP’iRT’EUT 
KHaLSA COLLEGE ATRITSaR. 

jatoarx let situation in Hazara. 

IK. KHsH SaHIB’S RE7IEW 

N3W DELHI, Jan.il: Dr, Khan SaMb, Premier of 

the N.W.F.P. made it cloar today that the trouble in Hazart 

District wqs non-comrruml in character and was caused by 

men in search of loot. Dr, Khan Sahib added that the 

Pathans were not involved in it and that the Pathan areas 

were absolutely iiasune from trouble. He expressed his 

conplete confidence that the disturbance would be brought 

under control by his Government. 

So far as incidents in Ogju and Battal were con¬ 

cerned, he said, an attack was made by tribesmen and a 

number of casualties resulted includir^ two ?5islims killed. 

Firm action was taken against the tribesmen concerned. 

They had lost three men killed in the incident and they 

attempted to remove the dead bodies, but Doctor Khan Sahib 

gave orders to prevent it and to fire if necessary to 

enforce the orders. 

A fine has been inposed on the tribesman in the form 

of cash and rifles and some host^os for good behaviour. 

The time given to them for compliance with these conditions 

was due to expire to-morrow. If the tribesmen proved 

recalcitrant, retaliatory action would be taken against 

them, but, Dr. Khan Sahib, believed that they would 

not precipitate an open clash with the Government. 

The other trouble spot was in Haloch, where Sikh 

peasants, had been attacked by surrounding inhabitants. 

Some 25 people were reported to have been killed on both 

sides. The attack was a result of propaganda that land 

held by the Sikh peasantry could be taken. The same idea 

of easy acquisition of property lay behind attacks on 

other isolated villages and burning of houses but the 

Provincial Government had taken every step to rescue the 
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to rescue the people and orders have been given to impose 

the fine on offending inhabitants and other moasures have 

been taken to make them feel the full rigour of law. 

Dr. Khan Sahib deprecated the way in which the 

comounal colour had been given to incidents which were 

re&lly a-kiii to border raids and incursions* 

as regards the suspension of to officers, he made 

it clear that action against Dilwar Khan was taken on 

charges of corruptions and nothing else . Nawab llabhub 

Ali had been suspended in connection with Pandit Nehru’s 

visit to the Malakand Agency but there were also charges 

of corruptions against him following the findings of the 

Conniption Committee appointed to the Provincial Government 

in 1945* The suspension, Ir. Khan Sahib said, was pre¬ 

liminary to l6gal action. 

march lot disturbances in Punjab? 

LAHORE, March 9s The Punjab Government issued the 

following communique at 10-15 p,m. on the situation in 

the province. 

There were one or two stabbing cases last evening. 

The night, however, despite shouting , was reasonably quiet. 

Today, generally the town is quiet and the people are 

moving about and the shops opening* 

Tho atmosphere in the railway area has also improved 

today. The outwards signs of arrangements made to give 

protection to the public and railway workers have had their 

effect. There has been considerable activity among political 

loaders of all comrrunities and several meetings have taken 

place. 

During tne course of the day, there have been a few 

stabbing incidents reported. 

In Amritsar, on the 8th, all main, gates and street 

corssings were held by pickets and apart from some shots 

fired at looters or persons breaking the curfew, there wa3 

no happening of importance. Arrangements were made to round 
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Arrangements wore made to round up Gkionds? and out of 

65 pulled in, 22 were found in possession of looted 

property. All reports indicated that there was more 

confidence in the city along with considerable anxiety 

about food supplies in the feeding of cattle. The know¬ 

ledge that the British troops were oper ating in the city 

wa: having a very steadying effect. The city has been 

much darrgod and there has been lootin in practically 

every part. Arson and damge to tele hone and elctric 

wires have been very wide spread and many streets are 

blocked by fallen dobrios, the total cafttealties on the 

8th were 83 dead and 149 injured. 

The night of the 8th/9th passed without disturbance. 

The curfew was lifted ct 10 o'clock this morning to enable 

the inhabitants of the city to purchase supplies and look 

after other matters of private interest. No incidents 

of any sort took place while the curfew was removed and 

every body had gone to their house 15 minutes before it 

was to go on again. MosTt people were able to draw ration 

and a large number of outsiders who had been csul^ght in 

Amritsar when rioting broke out got to tho railway station 

and were able to leave in special trains. In the outside 

district all was quiet at Tar^n Taran and other centre. 

The situation in Rawalpindi city itself is under 

control, but in the surrounding areas things are not so 

satisfactory. People from Hazara district invaded the 

Murree Region and the bazars of Jhikka Gfali, Ghora Gali 

and Lower Topa have been burnt. In I.farree itself the 

old Brewer , View Fourth and an other hotel have been 
• • 

burnt to the gorund. H.iS. the Governor and Sir John 

Bennett Inspector General of Police visited Rawalpindi 

by a special plane this morning and ieturned shortly 

after 2 p.m. They reported that smoke was rising from 

about half a dozen villages but that the situation 

genrally was beipg brought under control and troops were 

i \ w 
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troops were out and prepared to take the very strongest 

action against any body of men seon with arms or collected 

in parties of more th<*i five persons. All troops 

have been i£s informed to shoot at sight on the slightest 

dis-obedionco to orders* 

While Multan city itself has remained 4&iet further 

retorts havo come in from the surrounding villages of 

attacks on Hindu property and looting of Hindu houses 

and shops. Two airborne battalions have been despatched 

to ISiltan and one of them has probably already arrived . 

They will gc into action immediately in the surrounding 

districts and will give short shrift tc looters or armed 

bands* 

There are no reports of incidents in other district 

and it appears they are all quiet. It is learnt that 

an extra brigade of troops from Southern India will 

ar: ive in Lahore within the next dr.y or so* 

SITUATION IN LaHQREj 

LAHORE, March 9j In view of the improvement in 

the situation in Lahore, the authorities have slightly 

relaxed restrictions on curfew hours in certain parts 

of the Oivl Lines .area, Curefew hours in the Civil Lines 

Area from today till March 17 will be from mid-night to 

7 a.m, ttsrarrir 

The district Magistrate of Lahore issued an order 

today under Section 144 Criminal p.c. prohibiting the 

beating of a drum or tomtom or vessel, ringing oi st-iking 

a bell or gong, blowing a horn or trumpet, or Abiding 

a loud speaker, instruments likewise vdthin the limitB 

of Lahore Corporation durir^ the hours of curfew for a 

period of 8 days. 

The order says that during the present distrubed 

conditions prevaling in Lahore, the beating of drums 

and the sounding of loud-speaker and other instruments 

at night causes panic and andangers public tranquility. 
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The order will not however apply to the use of 

such instruments at any place of worship in the usual 

manner for purposes of religious worship. 

The police have started rounding up goonda 

elements in the city today. So far sixteen arrests 

have been made . Only four stabbihg incidents were 

reported today __ three of which took place in the 

walled city and one in Dharanpur. 

TR. KITCIILRI INJURED: 

LAHORE, March 9. Dr. Saidudding Kitchlew, 

President of the Punjab Provincial Congress Committee, 
is reported to have been injured during the disturbances 

in Ifialtan early this week. He sustained injuries on 

chest and hands. He is now processing. 

Dr. Kitchlew went to Multan on March 2 to appear 

as a defence witness in a murder case. 

Sardar Swaran Singh, Leader of the Panthic Party 

in the Punjab Assembly and former Minister for Develop¬ 

ment, visited a large part of the city today. He 

impressed upon the inhabitants to maintain peace and 

tranquility. 

Earlier,, Sardar Svaran Singh, acconpanied by 

Diwan Bahadur S.P. Singha Speaker of the Punjab Assem¬ 

bly, visited the Mayo Hospital, where they spent about 

an hour enquiring about the condition of the injured 

persons. 

Diwan Bahadur Singha also visited the affected 

areas in the city along with Mr. C.E. Gibbon and Mr. 

Brijlal and appealed to the people to mintain peace. 

Agha Shorish Kashmiri, General Secretary of the 

All-India Majilis Ahrar, has appealed to every citizen 

of the Punjab to remain quiet and calm and to exercise 

restraint. 

The Red-shirt volunteers of Majilis-i-Ahrar 

rescued about 500 families during the disturbances and 

gave shelter to many people in the Ahrar office. 
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They also let about 4,00C passengers from the Lahore 

Railway Station to their homes. 

A joint appeal to the leaders of all parties and 

conr.nnities in the Punjab to devise imaediately effective 

ways and means for the promotion of communal harmony 

and concerned in the province is mode by the councillors 0^ 

of the Lahore Corporation at a me ting held in the Tom 

Hall today. Man Amir Ud Pin, Mayaor of Lahore, 

presided! 

league leaders call to iuslins. 

GUJaRaT, March 9. A largely attended public 

meeting was addressed here last eveing by Mr. Ghazanfar 

Ali Khan, Health Member in the Interim (Government. The 

audience included Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims.IT.Abdul 

Ghafoor, Presdient of the District Ibslirn League, presided, 

Ift*. (Ghaaanfar Ali Khan emphasised the need for 

maintaining peace in the Punjab and congratulated Gujarat 

on having preserved an atmosphere of inter-communBa 

goodwill and harmony and on having organised a joint 

public meeting thereby setting an example for other 

districts. It was the responsibility of the Muslims 

who formed an overwhelming majority in Gujarat to prttect 

the minorities, he declared. He also urged the minori- 

ties to have faith in the majority oonmunity. 

The Health Mentoer deplored thep violent demonstra¬ 

tions which, he ^id, had been instigated by*certain 

people in order to obstruct the formation of a reore- 

sentative Ministry in the Province. No political 

problem could be solved and no pa- ty could gain any 
advantage by those methods, he said. He hoped that 

loaders of all comtaxnities would join hands in restori 

ing amicable relations. A local Congress leader also 

addressed the meeting. 
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march u. police open pike in a?ritsar suburb. 

aJRITSaR , March 10. An engagement between 

warring elements at Sharitpura a suburb of Amritsar, 

was averted by the military opening fire on a crowd 

of about 100 people this morning, four of whom were 

killed. 

About 80 mecbers of the two communities had 

taken up their positions for a fight, ?/hen the troops 

arrived at the scene and dispersed them. The police 

carried out a search for arms and discovered 20 spears. 

The trouble has spread to Fatehjung, Hassanabdal 

and Campbellpur, places about 20 miles from Rawalpindi, 
# 

it is learnt in Lahore. 

A Government spokesman described the conditions 

in 1|tiltan and Anritsar districts as still disturbed, 

but reported the situationin the rest of the province 
’ 

generally as easier. 

In Murree, the Government spokesman said, ?dde¬ 

spread arsons were pre-planned. 

DISTURBANCES IN RaWaIPINDI AREA. 

LAHORE, March 10, His Excellency the Governor 

of the Tun jab flew to Multan today to study the com¬ 

munal situation. Disturbance broke out yesterday 

in Sadar Bazar in Rawal ;indi Cantonment, said a 

passenger, who arrived in Lahore this evening. 

Curfew has been imposed from 3.30 p.m. to 6 a.m. 

So far 200 have been re orted to have bben killed 

and 400 injured in the communal clashes in the Rawal¬ 

pindi District, according to unofficial estimates. 

Thirty-seven dead bodies belonging to one com¬ 

munity were disposed off during the last two days jy 

the municipal authorities. 

The passenger added th ;t military had been 

patrolling the city and also rushed to some effected 

rural areas. 
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. Reports received show that half a dozen villages 

around Rawalpindi were burnt and many more were affected. 

MARCH 12. PUNJAB RIOTS PLANNED 

( IROM OUR CORRESPONIMT ) 
m 

N'¥ DELHI, March 11, as both houses of the Central 

Legislature were sitting today, in the lob ies, the main 

points of interest were two; Will the Select Comrittee 

on the taxation proposals i^any alteration in order to 

reduce the burden on industry, and secondly, what will 

happen in the Punjab? 

With order being gradually established in the 

main city of the province, the first instinct is naturally 

to estimate the looses. At least b. 20 to 25 crores 

worth of property have been destroyed, according to 

reports of men who have come back to Delhi after a 

survey of the situation, and several hundred lives 

have been lost. 

According to incendiarism which come from the 

Punjab suggest careful planning. So wa3 the all most 

simultaneous outburst of mob f’iry over such widely 

separated/^ Cities as Anritsar, Mil tan and Rawalpindi. 

These manifestations of savagery are the Punjab*s reply 

to Bihar; but they are more than a cere payment of old 

s-cores. They are intended to be a move for the capture 

of power and authority in the North Western Zones of 

Pakistan. The price of victory ha3, however, been 
* 

heavy for the Muslim League. The original intention 

of the planners of the dinect action campaign was to 

capture the Ministry, then to secure a general election 

after the dissolution of the Legislature, and alstly 

to establish a stable League Government in the Punjab, 

and in brief repeat the recent victory of Sinj. Had 

that been un-folded accroding to original design, the 
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the drama would have been enacted all over again at 

Peshawar* But the Sikhs and the Hindus of the Punjab 

have come together in the hour of sorrow and adversity. 

It is astonishing how men of all classes and all groups 

have determined to face the drastict solution of parti¬ 

tion. Recent events in the province have convinced them 

that the officials and the police oennot guarantee their 

safety under existing circumstances. They feel convinced 

they must part company with the Muslims and seek a 

division into Itoslim and non-?toslim Areas. Pawn is 

fTankly taken back by the suddenness and the wide-spread 

character of the moment. 

Sardar Baldev Singh's present tour of the Punjab 

is intended to rally ell Sikhs elements in favour of a 

partition. When Pandit Nehru starts conversations which 

the League, as hopes to do very shortly, they will be 

on the bases of a divided Punjab and a divided Bengal. 

The Punjab*3 tregecty has thus clarified issues in 

a remarkable manner Congress attitude seems to be. Let 

us make a start with a many provinces or part of provinces 

as will hold together; also with such of the States as 

are prepared to go forward simultaneously, a move will 

be initiated to expedite the work of the Constituent 

Assembly and work a time-table so that the new Consti- 

tution may be ready well before the end of the year. 

"TIMES* CRITICISM OF LEAGUE POLICY. 

LONDON, March 11. Corn fluting on the Punjab 

situation, the London Timoo, in an editorial, says; 

."Arson and massacre, which have l9d all law-abiding 

citizens of the Punjab to welcome the intervention of 

British troops, provide a terrible warning of the dangers 

to public order inseparable from any attempt to enforce 

a communal dictator ship by unconstitutional agitation." 

The paper adds: "The danger is in no way leosoned 

if the agitation claims to be based u on democratic 

principles. It is a 
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It is a curiou3 feature of the campaigc conducted in 

the Punjab by the 'faslim League that a 56 per cent* 

Muslim majority in the province enables it to invoke 

these principles vMle it fiercely controverts them 

in other parts of India." 

Pointing out that no PUslira party can form a 

Ministry unless it secured Sikh or Hindu support, the 

Times continues* "The balance of forces in the Punjab 

raises in acute form the vhole majority-minority problem 

in India. The Sikhs complain with justice th t the 

Mislim League seeks to deny to them in the Punjab a 

position, which it claims in the rest of India for 

the Muslim coHMinity." 

"The working Committee of the Congre33 Party 

reaffirmed la. t week its acceptance of the Cabinet 

Mission's plan and of thG interpretation placed upon 

it by the British Government on December 6, but an 

under-current of uneasiness is bound to remain until 

the Muslim League gives some assurance that Muslim 

voting power in the constituent groups will not be 

enployed to prejudice Sikhs the Punjab or the Hindus 

in Assam. If this assurance were forthcoming, the 

League might well receive such support in the Punjab 

Legislature ae would enable it to form a Coalition 

Ministry. Certainly, the present attempt tc seize 

power in the Punjab by thinly disguided force can 

only bring disaster. 

CONGRESS EFFORTS PRaISED 

"The efforts of the Congress Party to bring the 

two major cormmities together des rve recognition. 

The resolutions of the Working Committee were inspired 

by the same constructive spirit as Pandit Nehru's 

declaration of February 22". 

Expressing strong hope that the League would 

accept the invitation to send representatives to discuss 

thsk^sd4£# 
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the situation arising out of the British decision to 

transfer power by June 1946> and to join in the "liistoric 

task" of framing a Constitution on the basis of free 

consent, the Times continues: "The present uneasy 

Coalition et the Centre must become a real Cabinet 

if it is to assume the functions ond powers which 

Britain is ready to make over in preparation for the 

final transfer of power and it would be for the advan¬ 

tage of India if such a Joint Cabinet could remain in 

office by agreement between the parties until the 

Constituent Assembly has provided a new policy. An 

arrangement of thi3 kind would provide the necest ary 

continuity between the present and the future and would 

enable power to be quickly and smo thly transformed 

both to the services and to provincial administrations. 

In effect, it would function as a dominion Government. 

But the time is short, 

"At the Centre as in the Punjab, leaders of the 

Ilislim League h .ve a great opportunity, they can secure 

their legitimate aima by amicable negotiation. If 

they persist in resorting to un-constitutional method#, 

they will involve both their cocranity and their 

country in ruin," the Times concludes._.Reuter. 

„ ' 

march 13. sikh leader succuks to if juries 

Babu Labh Singh, former President of the Shrouni 

Akali Pal who was seriously injured during the comnunal 

disturbances here died in hospital yesterday. 

Comnunal disturbances in Jullundur have so far 

claimed, a total of 23 lives, thi A.P.I. was officially 

informed today. Thirty-five persons were seriously 

injured. Most of the dead and injured were victims 

of stray assaults. 

armed m raid jianwali 

MIaU’ 'Ally Tferch 11, About ten thousand persons 

equipped with arms attempted to raid the town this 
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to raid the town this morning. The raiders surrounded 

the to«a, Hie District Magistrate,however, tactfully 

handled the situation with the nelp of the local patkans * 
and officials. Ho loss of life or property is reported. 

Panic, however prevails, 

March 14, HEETJ0rE3S1 STORIES, 

RAWALPINDI? March 12. An Associated Press of 

America Staff Correspondent, who accompanied the Defence 

Minister, Sardar Baldev Singh, on a 25-minute of recon- 

naisance of the riot-torn areas in the Punjab, writes? 

in a flight over the countryside surrounding Rawal¬ 

pindi, I saw 14 villages ablaze from firs started by 

raiders. We at times flew low enough to see red flames 

roaring across doorways and men hurrying away with bundles. 

The Defence Minister said more tanks, armoured cars 

and troops are moving into Rawalpindi area, 

Wtvisited refugee camps in the Cantonment area 

where some 5,000 Sikhs and Hindus, men, women and children 

had taken shelter. Sardar Baldev Singh heard half a 

dozen weeping Sikh refugees say they had been forcibly 

converted to Islam, their haircut and their beards 

trimmed to -hslim "goatees". One refugee said many 

had been killed and womenfolk abducted. 

The Commander-in-Chief of North West ATny, Lt.-Gon. 

Sir Frank Ifesservy, said to an interview, "Whatever 

troons go they meet refuge, s and thi3 is a great problem." 

More refugees were reported to be coming under military 

escort. 

Sardar Baldev Singh said in an interview, "What I 

f have been today puts into the shade the horrors and isz 

1 massacres of Hoakhali in Eastern Bengal, It is far far 

worse than any rumours we had heard." "Force is no 

solution of our political problems," he declared and 

asked Thslim leaders "if they are honest and well- 

I meaning" to come to the,© areas* 
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TRIBUTE TO Late BaBU La3H SimK 

JULLUNTUR, I’arch 12. Glowing tributes wore paid to 

I the services of Babu Labh Singh, former President of 

/ the Shronni Akali Tal who was seriously injured during 

the corrmunal disturbances hero and died in hospital 

yesterday, 

lister Tara Singh, the veteran Akali Leader, said 

that his death at this critical juncture was an irrepara¬ 

ble loss to the Sikh cocrunity, 

Giari Kartar Singh, the odoBCDE President of the 

, Shiromani Akali Pal, said that in the passing away of 

Babu Labh Singh, the Sikh comunity had lost an honest 

\ person who was a pillar of strenght to the conminity 

in the Poaba, 

Sardar Baldev Singh, Defence Mwifoer in the Interim 

Government, said, "These who had met Babu Labh Singh 

i would not forgot his honest, straight-forward and serene 

personality. He successfully guided tie destiny of the 

Sikh comunity during the last fateful years as President 

of the Shiromani Akali Pal,* 

Sardar Swaran Singh, lea'er of the Pantliic Party 

in the Punjab Assembly, said, "the death of Babu Labh 

Singh is mourned by the entire Sikh Community, He had 

/ a record of supreme sacrifice for the cause of the 
f * • 

community and the country and lie died in harness for 

the cause," 

PARCH 15: RAIDERS CUSIi WITH IHLITaRY. 

UIORE, Parch 14, There was a tow-hour battle 

between the police and military on one side and the 

raiders from across the Indus on the other at Jand in 

Tahsil Pincigheb. District Caupbellpur. Pour raiders 

were killed. The situation in the jurisdiction of the 

police stations, Chauntra, Fateh Jung, Pindigheb and 

Pind Sultani is reported to be exceedingly Berious, says 

an official announcement this evening. 
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Reports hive been recfived of riot, arson and 
'> ■* - -I ,P ySLajl 

mirders from villages in the Chakwal Tehsil, district 

JheluEi, l\idial was attached by a mob of 2,500 and although 

tli6 military and police stationed t1 ere exchanged hot fire 

with the looters, they wore unable to save the village 

from being burnt. They were, however, able to evacuate 

most of the people. 

In Attock, reports of looting and arson are still 

being received in the district headquarters. 

Ail has boon quiet in Jullundur, Fsrozopors, Kangra 

Sheikhpura and Gurdaspur. 

ADiritsar continued to be quiet and there has been no 

further incidents of any inportance. There is 3till 

considerable nervousness in the city and also in the rural 

pert of the district. 

All districts ir. the Ambala Pivisicn report no 

incidents and the situation is quiet everywhere, the 

announcerent. nays. 

Founding up tho riot situation in the Punjab a 

spokesman of the Punjab Government says* "It is quite 

clear from ad± reports from a21 over the affected district 

. t-hat these disgraceful scones are due entirely to com¬ 

pletely rumours spread deliberately by mischoif mongers 

^.ond bad characters. The favourite method appears to be 

tc spread a rumour that a religious building of one 
# 

cocEiunity or the other has been attacked or burnt. 

INSTRUCTION El 1VITAN. 

LAHORE, March 15. 

Sardar Baldev Singh, Uefence renter in the Interim 

J government, said today he was "Satisfied with the arrange- 

j!>j ipents to cope with the situation* in Phltan, following a 

visit to t^iat district. 

Multan city itself, where 200 deaths have bean 

\ officially reported since rioting broke out there on 

March 6, ha a been "quiet" during the past several days, 

the Dentiiy n^rmne* . . . .. . 
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Ho also said that 750 hou3es and shops had been destroyed 

in the.city &nd 50 persons had been killed in the rural areas 

so far, 

A "Mg engagement* last night between rioters and 

troops at Matoiola , 35 riles from ;5ultan, vas reported# 
i * »i‘ • 

but casualties were not known. 

A district police official listed 10 killed at JViggar 

22 rrilee from Multan, on March 9 , In Multan town, ha 

said, 13 Gurdwaras, eight temples and ono mosque were 

burnt in the rioting, adding, Seinost all the killing and 

burning in the tcwnjtook place one the very first day of the 

troub?.e although arson and looting occurred on March 6". 

Another police official said that though* cooing of 

troops had a saltuaiy effect, the trouble eight spread, 

adding, however, "it certainty will not spread with the 

speed with which it began," 

march ib? paudit nehru ifisTS pressmbj, 

LAHORE, March 17, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, Vice- 

».President in the Interim Government, addressing a press 

Conference in Lahore, on the conclusion of his three-day 

tour of the riot-affected areas in the Punjab, said: "I 

have seen ghastly sights and I have heard of behaving by 

human being which would degrade brutes. The first thing 

to be done is to put an end to every kind of disorderly 

action. The second t ling is to • rotect and rescue people 

who may be threatened or are in danger,. More especially, 

the women who have been abducted or moved by force should 
ft 

be brought back to their homes. Then other problems like 

the care of refugees and rehabilitation will have to be 

tackeld." 

"I think that the present disturbances will be com¬ 

pletely anded within a very few days." Pandit Nehru added: 

"So far as I have been able to see, the military are acting 

efficiently and with rapidity. There is never any room for 

panic whatever happens, much loss today 
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mich les3 to-day when the situation is rore or less under 

control. The nan who is panicky is a useless citizen 

and a danger to others. 

"Obviously, all that has had happened is immediately 

connected with political affairs. I ourpose to say nothing 
that 

about,/a3pect except this, that if politics are to be con¬ 

ducted in tiiis way, then the cease to be politics and become 

some kind of jungle warfare which reduces human inhabitations 

to the st?ie of a desert. If there is a grain of intelli¬ 

gence in any person, he must realize that whatever poli¬ 

tical objectives he may aim at this is not thb way to attain 

it. Any such attemot must bring as it has in a measure 

brougth already, ruin and destruction. 

The A.P.A. adds: 

In a brief interview immediately after his return 

to New Delhi by air Pandit Nehru, adding to the statement 

he had made earlier in the day at Lahore said that "core 

stringent regulations" would be imposed in the Punjab than 

employed so far. 

Pandit Nehru 3aid that the damage:' caused was greatest 

in Amritsar, adding that perhaps ten per cent, of the city 

had been destroyed. "It resembled that the damage caused 

in Tfongbry during the Bihar earthquake," he said,SWcfc "but 

the smou' dering ruins look worse than that earthquake." 
■' vr 

pandit Nehru said: * India will go on to her destined 

end of InderendoncG find, no tiling that has happened is going 
*■ I 

to stop this." 

PaSSSNGSR TRAIN L00T3D 

LaIIQREJ March 17. Seven decoits stbpped a passenger 

train between Shaid and Bandain Railway Stations on the 

KundiaU Line in Mianwali District and looted the train 

says an official ani-ouncerent tins evening. The situation 

in Khuskab and the soon*Valleys in Shaiipur District still 

remains tense. A case of attempted arson has been reported 

from villages Khud in police station Khushab and re-inforce- 

ment have been sent there adds the announcements. 
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In AUcck District, Pi rigfceb end F&tehjung Tehsils 

are still seriously disturbed and reports of looting, 

arson *oid casualties are still being received from 

different villas all over these two tehsils* The 

military dispersed a crowd with fire wliich had assembled 

to attack Adhwal in tehsil Fatehjung in Sh ir ur district* 

Tre ble r-till persists in the Kahuta tehsil of 

Rawalpindi district nd the Deputy Inspector General of 

Police is persoraljy dealing with conditions there* 

All districts of the Adb la Division remain peace¬ 

ful. Julian dur, Kangra, Hoshiarpur and Forczepur are all 

quiet, AfA'itaar continues quiet. The right in Lahore 

was perfectly quiet and this morning the town presents 

a perfectly normal sppearance, 

KARCE 20j GfcanilW* aLI’S CaLL TO MUSLIMS 

JHELUM, March 18; The rarders and arson committed 

by rioters in various villages of Rawalpindi Division 

were condemed in a strong language by the hon. Mr* 

Ghaznfar Ali Khan, Health Member in the Interim Govt*, 

addressing a public meeting here last evening under 

the auspicious of the Jhelum Pistrict Peace Committee. 

If any Mulim, Hr. Ghaznfar Ali Khan arid had coranltted 

these heinous crimes under the impression that he was 

doing s. service to Islam or advancing the cows of the 

Muslim League or of Pakistan he should understand that 

lie had actually done the greatest disdervicc to all these. 

Such Muslims had brought shame to their community and 

their leaders and on the Punjab. It was the duty of th9 

Muslin League workers, to strain every nerve to restore 

confidents in tho minds of the rain rities, to defend 

their non-Muslim neighbours against ^g^*es3ors and wasli, 

if necesrary with their own blood andj tears of remorse, 

the memory of that had happened. , 

\ 

j 

j A 
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MARCH 241 T-H^TART AID Iff FTPJJ AP. 

?. AT PI!!DT £hrch 23: Ott1? eighteen thousands 

Htai troops, twc thousand Britain trocps and about 

tro t ousand of the Air F^rce have been employed in 

suppressing the communal strife in the Punjab says 

the ccssronirne issued by the Northern Ccnmand today* 

In addition a number of G*T* Con ten jma have been 

fully employed in saveuating the people from the riot 

stricken areas to Vie refugee casps *r *re they are 

afforded protections, food and medical assistance until 

ike c 'vil ant’ orit’.eo are able to take riiarge of them, 

added the communi iue« 

"he corcnuniciue continues, * Alarmist news and 

rjflicurc are cooitc. «ac Led by a daily news sheet In 

h'icductaci which is dropped in the disturbed areas 

from tlx air* 

ihe first request for ail 'tary aid was made in 

Lahore and Aaritcar o:i March 5 when one company cf 

i sc end Punjab was sent to Aaritsar and two companies 

ucre employed in Lahore , Apprehending more trouble 

two total ions oi‘ 23rci 3risith Brigade were sent to 

Aaritsar and one batalion was ordered to Lahore. As 

a result of a.rival of these troops and their Vigorous 

patrolling in t e affected areas confidence was re¬ 

stored and by 6 th of March the situation was fast re¬ 

turning to norms 1. 

PARATROOPS FOR JUJLTAU* 

I>i Multan two companies were called out on March 

5 and following an urgent request for re-inforcements 

or the night of March 8 and 9 a parachute battalion 

frc?T! Chaklala was flo n there by a'r. Later a para 

brigade of Record Aribome Division less me battalion 

was sent to Multan by air nd rail. These troops imme¬ 

diately started natrolling in rural areas and by March 

15 they h d the situation under control. 
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The acatc tcnsCcn j.cvailing in htela 

ar.u aujoccnt area: \;e: e&;cd by a parachute brigade, one 

battalion of ..hick was flows th- re on March 15. 

In nc.valpJLt.di area military assistance vas arxed 

for Gii iiarcn IS uta two cou%nier wore rent to tae city , 

An the d^cta* bonces spread tc the rural areas the city 

wgl- coraoaod oil, Troop.' in the sr.rty-..-3as rferrec were 

re-inicrowd and - l^t^alicn vas oat to Chijurahan. rao 

Brigade at C«apuOllpur vaa ea^loycd in patrolling the 

aTiecteu »i6u wutiti 

tu nai'Cu JUL as, wii6 ti'OUbiG WaS Still Spreading iii 
-* <2 — 

tile rural ureas ui ^awalJUjidl and atoock districts a 
• “* #» 

re-grouping of the am,y to cover die whole-area was 

ordered, file Seventh mdian division was entrusteu with 

the tasu: of restoring older. Six brigade areas were 

for ied each under separate Camaander at Rawalpindi, iurree, 

Caoapbellpur. Hianwali, iHindigheb and Talagang ard a 
— . -* . 

mibile force of British infantry tanks and an cured cars 

wlvc ' operate between Pindigheb and Gujarkhan areas by 

carrying ouu intensive ratrolling evacuating refugees 

and di' spersing crowds. These tro ps are bringing tae 

situation under control although# a good deal of tension 

and apprehension still regains. There are signs chat 

people are regaining ectifidence end sane places , are 

beginning to resume noroal life but strict trLgilance is 

-till necessary and patrolling by troops ;ln rural areas 

continues." 

MARCH 26. CROWD DISPERSED IR HIRPUR 

A Frontier Government communique to-night says* 

'is Excellency the Governor visited Mansehra and Shinkiari 

in Hazara district yesterday. When His Excellency was 

returning to Abbottabad in the evening about 300 persons 

gathered near the Remount Depot, -Urpur, four miles 

Borthe-West of Abbottabad. uis Excellency* s car: passed 

tiwmght without incident. Aftma<«■, the 
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the Superintendent of Police who reached the place with 

a police party, ordered the corwd to disperse, but they 

threw stones at the police. The police had to res6rt 

to lathi-charge and also fired three rounds to disperse 

the crowd. The casualties reported are* 10 constables 
bUffA 

and 1,'^in the demonstration were injured. 

ENQUIRY I WTO HAZARA RIOT TO i$l *JSLD 

It is understood that the Frontier Government 

have decided to hold an official enquiry into the incidents 

in Mansehra in Hazara district which took place last 

Friday. 
** • 

At Mansehra, the 24-hour curfew was relaxed at 

8 a.m. yesterday. Twenty-one persons have been attested 
— *» 

in connection with the incidents on Friday. According 

to details now abailable, 5 Hindus were killed and 2 

are reported to be missing. Fire destroyed 4 houses ; 

7 places of wornsip and 136 shops including 32 belonging 

to the Muslims. At Shinkiari, one place of worship wa^s 

burnt out on the night of the 22 d March._U.P.I, 

MARCH 25* ATROCITIES IN MULTAN VTLLACffi 

A report of how 140 out of 150 houses of Hindus 

in the village of Taragar were reduced to ashes by 

rioters during the disturbances, has been received 

from Multan. 

The report states that on the night of March 

0 aoout 2 a.m. the Cho^ kidar of the village informed 

Chaudhury Hardyal, y. ithi a land-lord 

of the town, that a mob had gathered near a canal bridge 

just out of the village. Choudhri Hardyal, along with 

the Chowkidare and another Hindu, went to the spot to 

find out as to what the matter was. 

Choudhri Hardyal was killed by the mob which 

entered t :e village from the eastern side and started 

setting it on fire. The raiders continued the attack 
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continued tha attack till about 12 noon after which 

they left the village. A military force arrived there 

at about 1 p.ra. b t by that time, 140 out of 150 houses 

had been burnt, 24 persons were killed and one seriously 

injured. A number of animals including horses, cows, 

buffaloes, and camels Lad been roasted alive. Three 

women were also abducted but they were later rescued. 

The refugees there are being looked after by 

a Jat family.^the biggest landlords of the village. 

MARCH 271 ARMI*S HELP IN PUNJAB 

NSW DELHI, March 25. On the eve of hie departure 

from India, Field Marcial Wavell, in a letter addressed 

to Field Marshal Sir Claude Auchinleck, Commander-In- 

Chief in India, congratulated those concenred for the 

excellent work done by the Army in establishing control 
t 

in the Punjab. 

Forwarding Lord Wavell*s letter, Sir Claude 

Auchinleck, in a personal communication to Lt.-Gen. 

Sir Frank Messervy of the Northern Command, added* "I 

have the greatest admiration for the resolute and im¬ 

partial way in whic the troops under your command 

carried out their duties in t.:e most difficult and 

trying conditions. They have deserved well of this 

country, I thank you personally and your area and 

other subordinate commanders for the efficiency and 

judgment with which a most complicated and delicate 

situation has been handled." 

i “ 

APRIL 131 INCIDENT IN LAHORE 

Eahore, April 11. A case of stabbing which 

proved fatal was reported just after 10 a.m. on Thurs¬ 

day from Sitla Mandir areas. It is beleived that the 

victim was the Chowkidar of the Mandir. 

Two persons who were travelling in a tonga 

stopped their vehicle in front of the Mandir and en¬ 

gaged themselves in talk with two persons sit tine al- 
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sitting already there* Soon after the talks were over, 
•— -» tea 

the tonga with one passenger and the other two persons 
» 

disappeared frcm the scene and the second passenger 

vent be' ind the victim and stabbed him in the abdomen# 

The victim died on the way to hospital. 

COiMJlML RIOTS. 

(FROM OUR CO RESPONDEAT) 

NEW DELHI , April 111 First-hand accounts of' recent 

happenings in the Punjab from officials who have toured 

extensively throughout that province do not ound re¬ 

assuring. There is a peace of sort , particularly at 

centres where troops are stationed, how long it will 

last is the anxious question which all are asking. 

Refugees from north-western regions of the Punjab are s 

still pouring into Lhore and other main cities, having 

lost everything they could call their own. Large-scile 

relief operations must continue for a considerable time 

and the precise extent of the prrty change caused, 

whether to life or property, will be extremely difficult 

to estiiate. The time for harvesting the standing 

wheat crop is rapidly approaching in these devastated 

areas-where it has not been cfestroyed b; mob fury. Much 

difficulty is bound to be experienced in securing labour 

for the purpose. Gurgaon, which was the latest victim 

of mass destruction, including arson, looting and murder, 

is comparatively a samp.1 district adjoining Hew Delhi. 

Gurgaon has a European Deputy Commissioner. 

Yesterday, Dr* Khan Sahib the Frontier Premier, 

made a revealing statement in a Pathan village near 

Pesahvar* "Mr. Churchill1s friends are working behind 

scenes. Mr. Churchill and his party, which has more 

followers in India than in England are against the 

present British Government*s decision to hand over 

power to India. In the Muslim League they have found 
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they h«ve found their best tool to further their ends." 

More forcefully and more specifically, ^r. Khan Sahib 

is believed to have told the authorities as to whom he 

means by the expression Churchill’s followers in India. 

The Viceroy is not likely to ignore Dr. Khan Sahib’s 

complaint - supported, it is stated, by authentic evi¬ 

dence- when the Conference of Provincial^ Governors takes 

t alee a place next week. 

Sir Olaf Caroe has never even attempted to conceal 

his strong antt-pathies towards the Congress. He dis¬ 

approved of Pandit Nehru's visit to the Frontier Province 

last October. Law and order are not being observed in 

large areas either because there is not sufficent deter¬ 

mination from above to inforce it, or because the polioe 

and the sub-ordinates executive have too many links with 

the party seeking to over throw the existing Government 

by direct action or violence to give primary considera¬ 

tion to their officlaljiuties. Reports of indifference 

of varying degrees, of in-suborlination on critical 

occasions have been too numerous from the Punjab and 

beyond to be ignored as near rumour. The British Govt, 

and the people may have decided to transfer power next 

year. Vill Lord Mountbatten be able to impress it on 

officials high and low that either they mu3t honestly 

carryout this policy or must disappear without del^-? 

That is the crucial issue today. 

APRIL 19 "SERIOUS SITUATION IN TANK TOWN." 

PESHAWAR, April 18. The Frontier Government issued 

the following communique at 9-45 p.m. this evening on 

the situation in the province* 

Disturbances continued in D.I. Khan District. The 

situtation is serious in the town of Tank where upto 

mid-day today troops had inflicted over 30 casualties 

in inforcing the curfew* Looting and burning hag been 

extensive and several civilians have been killed. 
¥ 
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Other distrubed places In the district arei 

Gomal Bazar* Tribesmen raided the village last 

night, 

Faharpurt (Paharpur) 22 shops and 60 houses were 

burnt,and one person wounded, 

Kotlai Ten houses and shops were burnt, three 

women killed and one wounded, 

Kirri Khaisori Thirty person possibly converted 

to Islan. 

Muzai Zai* About 26 shops burnt, one killed, one 

wounded, 

Gandhi Omar Khans Arson is reported but details 

are lacking, 

Jatta Jalwas Ten houses and five shops were burnt. 

The situation is under control in D,I.Khan Town, 

The Meet casualties figures are 16 dead and 48 wounded. 

It is estimated that in fires which were started on 

Tuesday about nine hundred shops have been destroyed. 

Casualties at Baroa now total 4 dead. 

The railway line near Peshawar was damaged by a 

bomb this morning but has been reparied. There was 

minor riot in Haripura jail yesterday. 

The Superintendent of Police Hazara with military 

and Frontier Constabulary visited Malachha village on ' 

16th and 17th April and recovered considerable property 

from the debrie of burnt houses. Human remains were 

also found.—API, 

APRIL 24I SITUATION IN FRONTIER* 

PESHAWAR, April 22. The Governor of N.W.F.P left 

for Dehira Ismail Khan this morning by air His Excellency 

will also visit Tank. 

ThA Frontier Governemtn's communique issued to-night 

says* THE SITUATION in Dera Ismail Khan District has 

improved and there have been no reports of any serious 

fresh incidents. Some Hindus have been evacuated from 
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from the affected villages. It is reported that upxo 

April 20, 101 persons had been killed and 25 wounded 

in the disturbances in the district excluding Dera 

Ismail Khan city* 

Telephone wires were cut on the night of April 

20 on the Kohat-Bannu road and in the Kohat Pasja. In 

the Pass, a bridge is also reported to have been u am aged 

by an explosion* 

A Sikh was stabbed in Peshawar Cantonment this 

\ morning, Muslim League women demonstrators entered the 

Peshawar station otf the All—India Radio today and caused 

some damage to Government property* _API, 

MAY 191 HOUSES SET ON FIRE* 

Lahore, May 18* The communal situation in Lahore, 

which showed some improvement yesterday, received a set 

back early this morning when gun-shoots and explosions 

were reported from Ra^garh area* nine persons were 

killed and over a score wounded in the incident in which 

members of both communities exchanged gut>»shoots and set 

fire to houses. 

The trouble persisted for about one hour until the 

police arrived on the scene and quelled the rioting • 

The police have tkaen into custody about half a dozen pexw 

sons belonging to one community who are alleged to be 

involved in Jhe incident and ht.ve recovered a few pistols 
orud 

and rifles. Hand-grenades and/country bombs are stated 

to have been freely used in the course of the attack* 

Following this incident the District Magistrate 

imposed a 22 hour curfew on the areas, 

POLICE OPEN FIRE ON RIQTaRS* 

Lahore, May 17* Seven cases of stabbing in all 

ccourred in the city tod^r, of whioh two proved fatal. 

Two persons were killed in police fire, 

While panic and tension continue to prevail in 

a high degree, there were fewer cases of stabbing and 
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stabbing and of arson. 

In the after noon, the police had to open 

fire to disperse rioters in Haveli Kabuli Hal. The 

rioters engaged in an exohang® of brick-bats when the 

police arrived on the spot and opened fire to dis^era^. 

them. Two persons were killed and two injured. 

Five new cases of arson occurred in the after¬ 

noon - one on the Grand Trunk Road near an educational 

Institution where two bungalows were set on fire arid 

another in the same locality where a colony of labourers 

suffered apparently for no sin of theirs, in the shape 

of complete destruction of their two hundred thatched 

huts • 

The smouldering timbers of yesterday*s hollow- 

caust within the walled city again flared up todffp in 

three pi aces and caused damage to a number of buildings 

in the areas concerned. 

The fires were extinguished after a hard 

struggle by the fire brigades which had often to fall 

back on remote sources of water. 

Ml. KIRPALANI »S VISIT TO RAWALPINDI. 

RAWALPINDI, May 17 . Acharya liD. Kirpalani, 

the Congress President who arrived here yesterday, 

accompanied by Mrs. Sucheta Kirpalani and Dr. Lehna 

Singh, 3pent a busy day. 

The Congress President was received at ChakltlL; 

aerodrome by prominent Congress men aid Hindu and Sikh i 

leaders of Rawalpindi, including officials of the 

rehabilitation and Central Reliif Committees. After 

staying half an hour at the resident of Mr. Dev Raj 

Anand, President of the Rawalpindi Municipal Committe 

Achaiya Kirpalani and parfy visited Duberan, Thamali 
Kallar 

, the worst affected areas in Rawalpindi 

district to 3ee for themselves the havoc and devasta* 

caused there. On their way back the party visited 
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vi3ited Mangot. Brahimna, a purely Hindu village which 
r" 

remained unaficcWd iring the distrubances mostly due 

to the help of the Muslims of adjoining villages. Acharya 

Kirpalani addressed a few words of encouragement to the 

villagers. 

On his return to this host's residence, Acharya 

Kirpalani mat about 50 prondnezit non-Muslim citizens, 

including lUndu 3abha and Akali leaders, and received 

deputations of the rehabilitation and centr.il relief 

committees. 

A3Ved to give hi3 impressions, Acharya Kirpalani,in 
cJc 

an interview, 9aid present he iid not propose to 

make any statement except that the devastation he saw in 

the villages was beyond description, The conduct of women 

in the affected areas, he added, could bear comparison 

with what one heard of Rajput women in Rajput history. 

To him Mhxfcxorui it appeared that the question of rehabili¬ 

tation was not as easy as it was gen rally believed to be 

whether by the public or by the authorities. It was full 

of difficulties which were peculiar to the areas. 

The Congress President left this morning for Srinagar 

JULY 16* AKALI It ADjuR3 WARNING. 

"She Sikh3 will not rest content till the boundary 

line is demarcated in such a way that it le ves at least 

85 per cent of the Sikhs in India" declares Giani Karfcar 

Singh, xadsjqp President of the Snromani Akali Dal in a 

statement today. "Both the States of Pakistan and India 

are committed to facilitate the transfer of the remaining 

15 per cent from Pakistan into India," the Akali leaders 

adds. 

Giani Kurtar Singh says* "The Pant.:, in general and 
% 

the oikha political workers in particular, may well be 

proud of the completeness with which the prayer and Pledge 

talcing Day (on July3) was observed all over the province. 

It is clear 15k the a ark relatives of the distressing 
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situation have gone home to every Sikh, howsoever, 

out off from the usual sources of political knowledge he 

nay have been. 

Some Muslim League leaders h . ve taken offence at 

this harmless expression of Sikh abony and h .ve issued 

extravagant statements calculated to embitter the feelings 

between the two communities. They h-ve demanded the Sutlej 

as the dividing line in the Punjab. Only a few weeks back 

they proposed to fight for every inch of the Punjab, and 

now they have retreated to the Sutlej? There are some 

more we ks to August 15, and their pace of retreat is net 

slow eithex% 

JULY 211 PARTITION OF PUNJAB I 

LAHORE, July 1$l. Giani Kartar Singh, President of 

the Shiromani Akali Dal and member of the Pakistan Cons¬ 

tituent Assembly in an interview declared tonightt It is 
$ 

entirely jwroiig- and against fact3 to state that the Sikhs ^ 

h; ve accepted the June 5 plan in an un-questionable manner. 

The Sikhs have not accepted the plan as such. The Si.ha 

position is tli .t they do not agree to a partition that 

does not maintain the solidarity of their population in 

the East—Punjab and does net consolidate their s rimes 

in the East Punjab. This fact is sufficiently borne out 

in the letter of Sardar Baldov Singh^which he addressed to 

the Viceroy on ^une 2, 1t47* I hav^t requested Sardar 

jBaidev Singh to release his letter for publication ana I 

[am sure it will be before the puDric shortly. 

"The Boundary Conuaiision has begun his work in 

accordance with the June 5 plan. It will have to face 

conflicting view-points, but it is expected that it will 

decide all matters on the ba3is of justice and equity. It 

certainly cannot over look those colony und other areas 

which have been developed with the sweat,labour and toil 
* 

of the Sikhs at a time when others refused to do so. 

i give only one illust ation. There is an area of 
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Thera iei an area of throe thousands miles comprising 

50 zailo, expending from loba Choki Malian in Sheikhupura 

diet riel, &*d from ialoki Hoad to Kowshera in Gujranwula 

district, xi^/allpur district claims 23 Kails* Its po?’>- 

latiou is about ten lakhs out of which 3ix 1 .khs are non- 

Muslims, the majority of whom are Sikhs. Seventy per cent 

of the la/iu revenue in this urea is paid by the non-Muslims 

Besides, ail the touns in this tracts such as Sheikhupura, 

Chuhar Kane, Audi Bgafcba Singh gcEifaikxxa^pajfgVnlrtgg Sf^ngla 

hills, By all pur, Ujra, and Nank^na Sahib contain a popu¬ 

lation with a majority of non-Muslims extending from sixty 

five to seventy per cent in each town* It3 entire trade 

and commeroo is in the hands of non-Muslima* It contribute 

two to three Kara croresj^f revenues to Provincial and 

Central iSxche^uer* The it is also contiguous to the Majha 

urea of Lahore [district where non -Muslims are again in 

majority. On the top of all this, this tract contains the 

holiest of the holy, the birthplace of Guru -*auak Dev^i, 

Narhcana Sahib and another 3aored shrine, Sacha Cauda* How 

can the Boundary Commission overlook this i portant non- 

Muslim area?'’ 

" SIKHS LfT DOWN"* "The Britishers have yet a part 

to play. And I hope thiottims they will play ±n it fair. 

They committed the worst treachery in the world history 

when they took the Punjab as guardians of the minor Sikh 

Maharaja* They led down the Sikhs badly in I9I9, in the 

Montaj-u Chelmsford reforms. They repeated the sane policy 

at the time of the c nmunal award in 1935. They again 

badly treated the Sikhs ha the Cabinet delegation plan of 

May 1946. let again, they h^ve left the Sikhs in the lure! 

when they have given sovereign States to Hindus .nd Muslims 

.in «ne June p plan* how Sikhs a3k only that their integril 

ml solidarity should 0© mam.^ineu and the sacred shrines 

saved from Pakistan* This will be the just time in the 

history of Auglo-Sikh reiaxions when the British will have 
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jvill ha vo to pi ay a role. Could the Slims expect that it 

will ba fairly played? It will be for Sir Cyril riadcliffe 

to reply. I ne 3d oaiy .ope that oiie British will not 1^ ave 

bihind a rtt&rd which the Sikh posterity may lecollect with 

bitterness. I appeal to the .British conscience of Sir 

k Cyril Raooliffe to do .justice to the Sikhs”_API. 

MURCHA AGAINST DIV SION URGEDs 

New Deltyi, July 1$. A resolution urging upon the 

ittcmsni AkaLi Pal to launch an immediate "Morcha" against 

the ufljust Divison of the Punjab was passed by the all Parties 

Sikh convention, held in New Delhi today. The convention 

assured the Akali Dal of its full support and demanded a 
% 

clear and definite orovisi n for compulsory exchange of 

^perty and population between the Eastern and Wegterr- 

tn j cb. 

In this resolution, the convention also reiterated 

the unanimous opinion of the Sikhjf Panth protesting against 

the Notional division of the Punjab and demanded a boiuid.^ry 

line which would include the important places of worship of 

the Sikhs, such as Nanokana Sahib, the birthplace of the 

founder of the religion"• 

Nearly 50 delegates from various parts of the Punjab 

and the N.W.F^P. and officials representatives from most of 

the Sikh States of the Punjab attended the conve tion. 

JULY 241 PARTITION 07 TH3 PUNJAB I 

"NO DIVISION OF HLY PLACES " 

LONDON, July 29• The warning that the Sikas would 

fight rather than see a division of holy places was given 

by Sardar Ganga Singh, loader of the "Fighting Sixh" Dela¬ 

tion which has come to Britain to seek division of the pro¬ 

visional Punjab demarcation line. 

At a Press Conference yesterday, Sardar Ganga Singh 

aid th t the area proposed to be given to Pakistan lay 

tween the provisional boundary and the river Chenab, but 
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but was occupied by mors Sikhs than Mus_ira3 and included 

many important Sikh shrines. 

"Whate ver happens to the other aspects o f the 

division of the Punjab the oikhs will never tolerate the 

division of their holypiace3. We have hesitation in de¬ 

claring that the Sikh will be ready to fight once again 

as they did in the past," he detlared. 

Also piesent at the press conference was the 

other members of the Mission., Sardar llahe&ban Singh Dhupia. 

The tow Sikhs made a striking picture with their traditi n- 

al swords long black bearas, bresslets and multi-coloured 

turbans. 

The 3ikhs Mission has been sent to London by the 

Shitomaiii Akali Dal the only representative political 

body of for million Sikhs in the Punjab," Sardar Ganga 

Singh said. '*We were greatly he. rtened by the moving 

speeches of men like Sir Stafford Cripps, Mr R.A. Butler, 

Mr. Arthur Henderson and Lord Listed during the recent 

debate on India* 

"They admitted the injustice and harm done to the 

Sikn community by proposing a divison of the pro-vince 

which cuts across, as it were, the body politic of this 

great community. We hope the British public will help us 

in our efforts to maintain the integrity and homogeneity 

of the Sikh community tc enable them to 1 ad their peace¬ 

ful existance and effective!;, contribute to human progress 

and happiness, rt The Sikh leader added "Sisk NAVhR WARTiD 

DIVISIOU." Pointing out that neither the Sikh community 

nor the Indian National Congress wanted a division of 

India or the Punjab, Sardar Ganga Singh said it wa3 a 

British decision taken to appease the Muslim League, sphick 
\ \ 

- 

the Congress accepted with a haa'vy heart and serious mis¬ 

givings^* 

He added* " as loyal followers of the Indian 

National Congress, the biu:h community has agreed to 
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agreed to ac spt this British solution of the Indiai 

Problem in principle. But we cannot agree to the 

division of the Punjab i f it is cx carried out against It he best interest of the community, particularly if the 

important Sikhs holyshrines are allowed to be under 

Pakistan control. 

"There are seven hundred holy shilnes of the 

Sikhs spread all over the Punjab, the most imp rot ant of 

which will go to the Pakistna area if the Boundary 

Commission now adjusting the line of demarcation in the 

Eastern and Western districts of the Puanjb, is not care¬ 

ful. 

The Sikh commu ity believes in the principle of 

•Live and let Live’. However,they are soldiers by birth 

and will at not tolerate injustice to their just claims 

and demands. They know how to act in critical moments, 

although they have no desire to be on the offensive. 

"If, however, a fight is forced on them, the 

Sikhs will face it with their traditional coolness, 

ready to sacrifice everything for the defence of their 

home and holy land." 

The two Sikh leaders will meet Mr. R.A. Butler, 

former Under Secretary of State for India, to morrow and 

hope to 3ee Lord Listowel, Secretary of State for India, 

and Mr. Arthur Hinderson, Under Secretary for India._ 
. Reuter. 

AUGUST 71 PARTITON OF THE PUNJAB* 

AKALI LEADERS CALL TO SIKHS. 

NEW DELHI, August 2i Giani Kartar Singh, President, 

Shriomani Akali Dal in a statement t*day calls upon Sikhs 

to observe August 5 a3 "Nankana Sahib't.Day." 

He says* Though the ban at Rank an a Sahib has 

be n successfully defied and restrictions on holding of 

our conference withdrawn the Sikhs have proved once again 

their determination not to surrender the sacred territory 
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territory of Nankana Sahib at any cost to the "Pakistan- 

ists" • 

I call upon all Sikhs to observe August 5 as 

"Nanakana Sahib Day”? hold meetings and send telegrams to 

the Chairman of the Boundary Commision that unless 85^ 

of our population and colony areas are kept in the Bast 

Punjab and due regard is paid to our holy shrines white 

demarcating its boundaries so as as bring in the largest 

number of these in "Hindustan” we shhll not rest content. 

SIKH CAMPAIGN IN BRITAINi 

LONDON, Aug.2# Two hundred Indians , most of 

them Sikhs in colourful turbans attended a public meeting 

last night to hear to Sikh Delegates who have come to 

London to present a Sikh Demand in connection with the 

division of the Punjab. 

Aardar Ganga Singh, Leader of the Delegation, 

said that he had come to London representing one of the 

most influential Sikh organisations in the Pun/jab in 

the shiromani Akali ^al, to present the demands of the 
* 

Sikhs regarding the Punjab division. 

The river Chenab should be the Bound ry Line 

of the two -^unjabs, he said. Any thing contrary to this 

would be against the interest iff the Sikhs and he hoped 

that the British Chairman of the Boundary Commission 

would be fair and impart!<v£. The Sikhs had nht made 

contributions during the last war for freedom and demo- 

cracy and it would be the greatest tragedy if they were 

deprived of their legitimate demands in their own home¬ 

land. Besides, no power on earth can dominate this 

gallant community. 

If the Sikhs were deprived of their legitimate 

demands, the Punjab would be the land of eternal troubles 

Hr. Ganga Singh continued • 

Dr. Kumria, the Chairman of the meeting,said 

he was opposed to the division of India, but it seemed 

th-vt und*r the the lenders of "the indian 
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Indian National Congress were justified in accepting 

the Mountbatten plan . 

"Since we accept the division of India we would 

like to see that there are fair division of the provinces 

of the Punjab and Bengal*" 

The Chairman ^emphasised that this division was 

bound to be temporary and would vanish within a short 

time." _Reuter* 

\ 
1 

AUGU3T19,19* SHOOTING INCIDENT IN LHORB. 

LAHORE, August 18* The com unal situation in Lahore re¬ 

mained remarkably quiet on Monday the District Magistrate, 

Mr. Zafrul Ahsan, informed the Associated Press of India 

to night. There had been no fresh fire or stabbing in¬ 

cidents in the walled city today. 

Early this morning 6 persons driving a jeep shot 

dead one perso^ at a place where a similar incident occur¬ 

red last evening. Troops and police posted in the area 

surrounded the vehicle and took the culprits into custody. 

The incident was followed by Slkhax six stabbing cases 

in the 3ame locality, all of which proved fatal. Ste x 

Tho countryside remafkd quiet. 

TRAIN HELD UP BY MOBI 

LAHORE , Aug 16. During August 14 and in the 

first part of August 15, communal strife continued, but 

towards the axetHgtor evening of 15th an improvement of 

the situation was noticeable, says a Press communique 

issued by the West Punjab Government. 

i In more than one area battle between Sikhs 

and Muslims mobs were broken up by fire from the troops 

who took prisoners. 

A mob throwing a stones at a fire brigade was 

dispersed by the troops. 

& In a train holgf u^kand attack by a gang, the 

Military guard on the trai, themselves buffering 35j£ 

I 
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casualties in the fight, held of the attackers and pre¬ 

vented further casualties to passengers after those in¬ 

flicted in the initial stages of the affray. Military re¬ 

inforcements arrived on the scene and broke up the attack* * 

driving of the assailants and rendering aii to the wounded, 

Muslim leaders of Lahore and Sikh leaders of 
L 

Amritsar have General Rees personal assurances to launch 

an immediate campaign to bring to a close violence against 

life and property, and also assurances of mutual assistance 

to refugees, 

SEPTEMBER 41 COMMUNAL SITUATION IN INDIAl 

LONDAQN, Sep,5 » Though communal massacres and 

dis-orders have brought the Punjab into lurid prominence, 

it is only one facet of the Indian scene and noting has 

happened yet to destroy the co-operation between the two 

great communities which fiollowed the partition, the liberal 

News Chrdtnicle states in a leader today, 

"The world has been shocked by the murder and des- 

truction which has be n let loose upon a frightful scale 

in the Punjab", it aaid, " To many in this country it must 

seem if there gravest forebodyings had been realized and 

that Britain, by removing a restraining hand, has 1ft 

India at the mercy of her own un-governed passions, 

"It is only too true thc-t the strife betwe n Sikh 

and Muslims is costing a terrible shadow over the two new 

Dominions, No efforts must be speared to bring it to an 

end. 

f "But it should not be forgotton that the Punjab is 

only one small part of a vastly greater laud," the paper 
* ttoWLutCvJ 

adus. "Over mudh areas of India there is today tieai&t^lrty 

and co-operation where violence and strife might have been 

expected. 
4 

"Elsewhere the great transition to independence 
% 

has been accomplished without destruction. Communications 
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Communications have not been broken. Trad® and life ilow 

along their accustomed channel* 

"It is time that there has been rioting in Calcutti 

but it is nothing compared to the outburst there might have 

been if the communal leadei'S had not ac'oed together to 

maintain unity and peace, the News Chronicle goes on# 

"It is on this greater* quieter scene that the 

mind should swell* and a simple stability means serenity 
* 

and change is itself an incitement to un—rest. It is a 

hopeful sign that so great an up-heavel has been accomp¬ 

lished over the country as a whole with so little distur¬ 

bances .___Jle uter. 

EXCHANGE OF POPULATION J 

LAHORE, Sep. 2i The gigantic/^ refugee relief machinery is 

getting into x swing. The groat exodus has begun, which 

may easil^y involve an exchange of over a million people 

on each side—an operation un-precendented in its size and 

historic significance, calling fourth all the organisation¬ 

al ability of the military and the civilian authorities, 

says a jdint despatch by Press Correspondents accompar&ng 

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru on his tour of the disturbed 

Punj ab. 

The residents at Faletti's Hotel work up this 

m-ming to the sound of a great bustle and shuffle along 

the road, the correspondents write, for over two hours, 

they watched the quaintest g«kxaaka cavalcade passing 

along. Thdt was the first organised evacuee party of 

Hindu and Sikh refugees on its way to Amritsar. lien, 

women and children with their few movable earthly belong¬ 

ings including cycles, charpoys, and pets, on sixty trucks 

and a myriad of don ey carts bullock-carts and horso- 

carriages, formed the caravan. Besides, hundreds tracked 

\ v driving, their cattle along. A flying military jeep pet¬ 

rol shephex'ded the procession vhioh was also inter-persed 
f 

with lorries with troops • 

These refugees were the first large batch of the 
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batch of the ten thousands Hindu3 and Sikhs crammed in 

the D.A.V. College camp* Today, two air-fbrce dekotas 

brought all the way from Delhi sixty ilaunds of Chapatti9 

and dropped them to the large groups of refugee* stranded 

at various points on the west bank of the river Ravi* 

These refugees were practically mourned unable to cross 

the river and h^.rrased marauders and run out of food suppliei 

IUDIA GOVERNMENT HAVE MOBILISED 1,3000 lorries* 1300 lorried 

have be n mobilised by the government of India to carry 

out this major operation of exchanging evacuees from East 

and West Punjab. The Pakistan Government is co-operating 

in this task. In-adequate petrol supply, however is report¬ 

ed to be handicapping speedy progress. 

The operation covers not only trans _rting 

evacuees from the refugee centres to the other side of the 

border, but picking up people from isolated pockets far 

in the country and providing relief and food supplies to 

them while doctors and nurses are awaiting the evacuees 

at the other end to minister to their medical needs. 

Those who want to track on their own are provided 

with armed escort, others are transported by rail and 

truck and yet others by air for other purpose ten dakotas 

have been assembled at different airfields in the West 

Punjab. 

PREMIERS VISIT MO HT GO MARYi 

LAHORE, Sgp2» The staggering figure of 300,000 \ 
Sikh and Hindu refugees having moved within the past week 

from the Montgomary district into Indian territory was 

given today to Pandit iiehru and Mr. Liquat Ali Khan by 

the military authorities when the two Premiers re ched 

Montgomaiy travelling 102 miles by roads, says a joint 

despatch by Press Correspondents accompanying Pandit 

Jawaharlal Ilekru on his tour of the disturbed Punjab. 

This car van was perhaps. _the longest-in-history_ 
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history since at one time 1,50,000 persons were on the road 

spreading over sixty miles. A majority of them passed over 

the -Sulemanki Bridge which was corssed by the refugees in 

36-hours^ 

It is said that the moment this mass of refugees set 

foot on Indian soil, they heaved a sigh of relief and sons 

shouted 'Azaci Hindustan Zindabad'. This mas3 movement was 

mostly done by those who had bullock-carts or animals for 

transport. Those who are to be carried by train number 
V 

about 40,000 and are mostly in camps in ontgomary and Okara. 

When these are moved away within the next we k or two , 

practically 90 per cent of the Sikh and Hindu population of 

Montgomary district would have moved into India • 

According to military authorities there had been 

mass conversion of Sikhs and Hindus in certain areas and that 

several cases of abiuction of women had occurred not only in 

villages but also while they were on the road to India. The 

casualties since the military took over were not more than 

two hundred. Since the flare up occurred on August 13 and 

lasted till August 25 the casualties occurred before the 

military took char<^ of the situation. According to civil 

authorities, the to tel casualties are about a thousand, but 

the deputation of Congress leader estimated them at ten 

thousand. 

NiiVBR M0VJ2D M SIGHT OF REFUGEES t 

Pandit Nehru and Mr. Liquat All Khan were accompanied 

today by Mr. Karamat Ali, a Minister of the West Punjab 

Government, For about 40 miles, they passed several Muslim 

refugees moving west-ward in a small groups and others rest¬ 

ing on the road side for mid—day meal. Soon they found the 

road blocked by a three mile procession of refugees, mostly 

Sixhs. It was a tragic sight - Pandit Nehru got out of 

his car and stood gazing at the refugees. He was visibly 

mo*3d by this mass movement for which a jcsxxc parallel can 
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can be found only in mediaeval ti es . Apparently, the 

refugees who were mo—etly from villages in Sheikhupura 

district had not seen him before and therefore did not 

recognise him. The/ did seem struck by the personally 
L 

of the Gandhi Capped and Khadi Dressed leader and the severs 

cars and jeeps accompanying him Pandit Nehru then moved to» 

wards a group and aksed them where they had come from, 

a Typically rustic woaen without knowing whom she 

was talking to, said instantly I "If you wanted to parti¬ 

tion the country why did you not first arrange for exchange 

of population ? See what misery has come on us all ", 

Pandti Nehru did not answtet*. His heart was too full wtth 

sympathy for this mass of humanity trodking its way to the 

laud they feel would give them peace and securtiy. Some 

of them asked, are there proer arrangements for us eni’oute? 

We hope we will reach safely our Azad Hindustan," The 
* I 

huge caravan was escorted by Gorkhas and Dogras, It ran 

little risk of attack also|because most of the able-bodied 

Sikhs and Hindus uere armed with 3pears and Kirpans. 

The next stop was at Okara where Pandit Nehru and 

Mr, Liqut-.t Ali Khan went into Birla Mill, Oj flour Mill 

and a Government Milk Condensing Factory to find out 
V % K V • 

whether they were safe and needed any help. The/ all re¬ 

ported that no i.;Oident had occurred, but tha^ tneir Hindu 

and Sikh staff had left out of panic. 

ALLEGATIONS AGAINST OFFICIALS* 

The two Prime Ministers next visited Okara Gftrain 

Market where the scenes witnessed in the Muslim refugee 

camp at Hoshiarpur yesterday were re-enacted, A .out 

25,000 refugees hud gathered here and bo th the Premiers 

m de a round of the market through large crowds. First 

the crowd was reverential and cried "Pandit Nehru Zindabad" 
it 

later on^became ky boisterous and shouted slogans, mostly 

stating that the Deputy Commissioner of the District and 
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and police officials ver responsible for the murder and 

loot from which Sikh end Hindus of the'district had suffer^- 
I 

ed. Pandit Nehru, while walking, gathered from a Congress 

lead r, the story oi the camp and of the past we .k and 

promised to send them relief without del^. 

SEPTEMBER 101 TOLL OF PUNJAB RIOTSs 

BZNARAS, Sep*9* The number of those k lied in 

the Punjab riots was estimated by Mr* Sri Prakasha, Indian 

High Commissioner in Pakist.n at over a lakh and a half* 

He gave this estimate speaking at a dinner here. Mr* Sri 

Prakasa repeated his earlier figure of those who had 

corssed o^vor from Pakistan to In ia and vice-versa at 

more than the lakhs and those who were stll on the way 

at over 4 lakhs* 

1 Mr. Sri Prakasa deplored the hatred that had 

devloped in the Punjab between the various communities. 

He said* "So bitter is the feeling between the followers 

of Hinduism and Islam that xa they would not even look at 

each other* We have all to hang down our heads in shame 

at what ha3 happened." He added* "The only relieving 

future that the Governments of India and Pakistan have 

now come forward with the assurance that peace will be 

restored. 

"When I left the Punjab I was gratified to learn 

that proper arrangements had be< n made for the relief of 

the refugees and for the protection of the property left k 

behind by the owners. It is quite possible that the fire 

in the Punjab may die out itself as so many fi^es die out, 

but it may also spread." 

HOW RIOTS STARTED* 

In ividual British officials must have done acts 

which accentuated communal differences, but the LaJjour 

Government in England supported no such policy, said Mr. 

Sri Prakasa, at a Press conference this mornings. 

Mr, Sri Prakasa began by explaining how the riots 
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the riots in the Punjab started. Me said that in the 
% 

initial stage some Indian officials did take 3ides but the 

Government did not want any disturbances. They desired 

to do their best for the minorities in thiir charge pro¬ 

vided t of course, the minorities gave mheu the fullest 

allegiance. "Thoie is no doubt." Mr. Sri Prakaaa went 

on, "That with the departure of the officials belonging 

to the minorities communities from tneir midst in tne 

opting out process the minorities in private life lost 

confidence in their security as they did not feel safe. 

Janie and rumour made the situation wors<% Many un-de¬ 

sirable elements in the social life came on the scene and 

terrible events followed." 

SEPTSHHBR21» RESPONSIBILITY POR SIC I St 

NEW D LHI, Sep.20: Addressing a Press conference 

here today, Master Tara Singh and Sardar Haxnam Singh 

denied the charge made by "Pakistan propagandist" that 

the Sikhs were endeavouring to carve out a separate sal 

state for the m3 elves and that was the cause of ell the 

present troubles in the Punjab. The ^ikh leaders said 

that it v.as the pi rt of "Mu9iim propaganda to divide the 
_ 

Sikhs and Hindus". 

Master Tara Singh said that Mua im League Leadex 

had made similar attempts before the partiti n. "They 

failed in their attempts then. I said so then, and I s* 

so now, that the Hindus and Sikhs will rise or fall to¬ 

gether. It i3 not possible that the Hindus live and th< 

Sikh die. It is also not possible that the Sikhs live 

the Hindus dies.. 

"There might be internal dissension, and even 

conflicts, between them. They were common in peacetime 

but in times of crisis, they will live or die together. 

Master Tara Singh analysed at length the event* 

which led to the present conflict and mass migration i; 

the Punjab and aaid that attacks on the minorities had 
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hui been happening since March la3t. The Sikhs and the 

Hindus did not retaliate. The Muslim leaders never ex- 

praased re ret nor condemned these attacks unequivocally* 

on the ocher hand, they were tauntiAg the Sikhs as cowards 

who could not retaliate* It was this kind of mentality 

which was directly responsible for the- trouble spreading 

and for the clash of arms in the Punjab. 

The Wi-st Punjab Government, when they c«ne into 
at 

power, disposed even licence holders of arms from among 

the minority community of their arms. The Sikh3 had 

been deprived of their Kirpans by the police u'id. the 

mil it .ay, although this was never publicised. 

Sardar ria. narn Singh said that tada _ two days 

after the W*ist Punjab Government came into being, the 

Pakistan Radio had said orders had been issuedjto district 

authorities asking them to be more liberal in the _,rant of 

licences unuer the Indian Arms Act. The liberality, he 

said, was exercised however, only in favour of tliejMusixiiis. 

Sardar iiarnan Singh also referred to Pakistan 

propaganda that the trouble in both the Punjabs was entirel 

between the Sikhs and the Muslims* Malik Feroz Khan Noon 

had made the astounding statement that the Hindus and the 

Muslims were living as brothers throughout the Union of 

India and throughout the territory of Pakistan* 

In no case had chero bee., any discrimination 

shown, Sardar ^arnam Singh declared, a3 between the Sikhs 

and the Hindus by looters and gangsters in West Punjab. 

Hindus had be n killed, looted and their women abducted 

just like the Sikhs. 

NOT IHYING TO CARVE OUT A SEPARATE STATE* 

"Pakistan propagandists" weie trying to attri¬ 

bute the whole blame to the Sikhs by 3aying that the 

Sikhs were trying to carve out a separate state, said 

Sardar Uarnam Singh. That was absurd for if the non- 

Muslims from West Punjab were all shifted to the Baatj 
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the Sikhs wo Id still be in a smaller minority. If such an 

attempt was ax mode and succeeded in effect, there wo aid be 

a Hindu State end not a Sikh State* The Hindus would be 

seventy per cent and the Sikhs thflty per cent, 

Sardar Ham&m SiAgh added that attempts were being 

made to divide the 3ikhs and tho Hindus, In support of his 

c ntention, Sardar Harnam Singh who had presented the Sikh 

case before the Boundary Gommiaeion, recalled how the Muslim* 

had said that while the Sikhs by therasleves would be entitlec 

to the special consideration as a minority, they had to claic 

any such consideration because they had joined hands with 

the Hindu majority in India. 

Master Tara Singh gave the foliawing estimate of 

casualties in Vest and Hast Punjabi 

Vest Punjab wellover one lakh which migh have 

risen to two lgkhs by now , 

East Punjab: about a lakh. 

Master Tara Singh expressed concern at the fate of 

over 50,000 non-Muslims in Bahawafepur State in Pakistan who 

were literally strended. The Kawab ha3 expressed inability 

to give thorn escorts to the Indian border. It was upto the 
A 

Igndian Government to send their own troops to rescue these 

men and escort them to safety. The Patiala Government had 

he pointed out, sent their own escorts to Muslim refugees 

from the State and safely seen them across the border to 

Pakistan, 

Master Tara Singh expressed di-satisfaction with 

what was being done^ for he evacuation and protection of 

refugees from tiest Punjab and aaid* "It would seem both the 

East Punjab Government and the Centra]. Government are devo¬ 

ting more attention to the question of safely evacuating 

Muslims to Pakistan,"_API. 

SEPTEMBER 23* SITUATION US THE PUNJAB* 

HEW DbLHI, Sep,22* A military spokesman said todey 

that a British Major of the 1/9 Gorkha Rifl^ 
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killed injan ambush about 6-15 P*m. on Sep. 20. He was 

drivin. in a jeep from Jullundur to Nakodar and was am¬ 

bushed while corssing a bridge. 

The Major slowed down when fire was opened from 
» 

the abuscade and asked the Gorkha troops beside him to Ike: 

take up position and return the fire. He was snot through 

cheat, lost control and the je*p crashed. He received an 

other bullet as he got out of the je p this time a fatal 

one in the head. 

The Major whose name would be announced after the 

next of kin have been informed, wa3 buried in the Canton¬ 

ment Cemateryin Jullundur yesterday at 5 p.m. A court of 
a 

enquiry is being held. 

The spokeman said that Gen raL Sir Rob Lockhart 

Commandaer-in-Qhief India, will make a tour of inspection 

of ~jast -<-unjab tomorxpw. He will hold consultations with 

the local commanders to ensure that the best possible use 

is made of the troops deployed in that area and co-ordi¬ 

nate the needs of refugees protection with those of inter¬ 

nal security. 
aircraft 

Two transport/of tb4 Royal Indian Air-ltrce again 

dropped 12,JOO lbs. of cooked food for marooned refugees 

on their way from the West iunjab to India. 

Movement of refugees in both directions continues 

but attacks on convoys are reported from both iSast and 

West Punjab. 

Vigorous patrolling and precautionary measures 

taken in the western parts of the U.P, have had a steadying 

effect and fewer clashes are reported* 

In Xangra and Indian portion of Gurdaspur district 

three attacks on Muslim refugee columns are re>.rted . In 

each case the lailit-nry escort opened fire cUid di3;er3ed 

the gangs. Twenty one refugees Were killed in two of these 

attacks, there boing no casualties in the third, i'ifteen 
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Fifteen of the attackers are known to have been killed. 

In Keorut, arrests were made in connection with the 

attack on a Muslim vill'-se. In another attack on a village 

troops opened fire, killing one wounding many. 

SEPTEMBER, 241 APP3AL TO STOP ilBTALIATIONi 

Master Tara Singh and Udham Singh Nagoke in a 

joint statement to-day appealed to Hindus and Sikhs to 

stop all retaliation. The stat ment says* "We do not 

hesitate to admit that our brethren, Aikhs and Hindds, 

have also b en guilty of mo3t shameful at acka upon women 

and children in the communal warfare w ioh is still con- 

tinu ng human nature shudders to think of these atrocities 

and we do not like to repeal theso and thus give shock to 

the world. We know Sikhs stooped to these low depths on5,y 
| \ N* 

in retaliation for what was done by the Mu slims. But this 

is no justification for the Sikhs who have falsified \ 
^ | \ 

tradition. 

*We tried our best, and we are trying our best, 

to prevent our brethren from falling into these low tactics 

But it appears that most of the Muslims, Hindus and Sikhs 

have gone unde, dc appeal to our brethren, Hindus and 

Sikhs to halt and stop all retaliation. We do not desire 

the friendship of the Muslims and we may never befriend. 

them. We may have to fight them again, but we shall fight 

a clean fight _man killing man. This killing of women 
( 

and children and of those who seek asylum must cease at- 
u 

once. It would mean that there should^no attacks on re¬ 

fugee trains, convoys and caravans $ We ask you to do 

so chiefly in the interest of your communities, reputat on, 

character and tradition, and not to save the Muslims. We 

are sure that the Muslima religion does not permit these 

fiendish de ds* It i3 for them to think what is right 

from the Muslims point of view. We only desire th;>t they 

may also stop this devilish warfare on their 

lest the devil of retaliation should overpower the *"'r 
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human nature of our brethren, the Sikh3 and Hindus*" 

NON-MUSLIM REFUGEE TRAIN ATTACKED* 

JULLUNDUR, Sep 23* Hoshiarpur, Kangra, Ludhiana, 

Rohtak and Gurgaon districts remained quiet, says a 

communique issued by the East Punjab Government to-night* 
% 

The village Dhoa Kliurd in Amritsar district, the 

communique adds, was attacked by two hundred Muslims in¬ 

cluding troops of Pakistan. 

A non-Muslim refugee tr in which arrived at Amrit- 
* 

sar, from Ptadidad Khan yesterday was attacked at Saharan— 

pur and Harbanspura on the wsty.Ofthe three thousand five 

hundred persons who fcaidsatx boarded the train only two 

thousand reached Amritsar* The r-;st are reported to have 

in killed at Saharanpur and Harbanspura* One hundred and 

fifty girls have be n abducted* 

A minor cla3h is reported from Karta ur in Uullundur 

district between a Muslim convoy and some non-Muslim. 

SEPTEMBER, 29. GOONDA RULE IN VEST PUNJAB* 

(FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT). _ 

NEW DELHI, Sep. 28* Writing under the caption "Governor*- 

"in its is ,ue of Sep. 23, the Civil & ‘Military Gazette 

of Lahore says* 

"We have waited in vain for some sign of West Punjab 

asserting itself and giving some overt proof of its abili¬ 

ty to govern. More than five weeks have passed sine the 

military was formed and rapid deterioration has occurred 

in every department. Admittedly, the circumstances have 

been exceptional and difficulty has been pilled on diffi¬ 

culty, but the Ministers have not x&xxga. risen to the 

occasion. Their in-experience would normally have led 

to nothing more serious than entrenchaint of the bureau¬ 

cracy while Ministers learned their jobs} But inview of 

the almost complete break donw of the administration, 

this in-experience is proving a tragedy for West Punjab. 

At the moment the province is being ruled not by Khan 
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by Khan Iftikhar Hus:an Khan of Mamdot and his colleagues, 

but by police conta les and goondas* Sew heads of depatts. 

find that the organisation has collapsed and discipline ; 

is non-existent* Magistrate and petty officials are 

discovering, in the absence of broad lines of policy, that 

ttxki it is impossible to implement orders which are ill- | 

conce/ived and not un-often mutually contradictory. And 

the public is being ground between the upper mill-stone 

of ignorance and in-competence and the lower one of co¬ 

rruption and self-aggrandisement • 

"Meanwhile, the Ministers do not know how to 

do things or how to get them done and the all too brief 

course of intensive cramming conducted by Mr. L^quat Ali 

Khan daring his resent visit to Lahore has yet to show r^l 

results. At the moment, West Punjab Ministers are doing 

little in public either to allay disorder or to rehabi¬ 

litate moral w ich is at its lowest ebb in recent hi3toiy 

■GOVERN OR GET OUT" 

"Our advice to them would be to govern or get 

ou^—.accept that the political horizon is at the moment 

almost bare of pretenders to their portfolios who offer 

hopes of better things ". ! 

The comment from a paper which is by no means j 

un-friendly to the Muslim-League source that there is 

no such thing as order d Governenrtn in West Punjab and 

that League leaders ore afaaid to interfer with the acti¬ 

vities of their finatical followers. 

MUST REFRAIN FROM RETALIATIONs 

Patiala Ruler's Appeal* 

DELHI, Sep.28i The Maharaja of Patiala 

has appealed to the Sikhs and the Hindus to refrain 

from all retaliatory activities and to divert their 

attention to constructive work "By which alone they can 

help their brethren in the West Punjab to be safely 

evacuated and resettled in this country. " 
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Hia Highness says* “India has been passing through 

a serious up-heavel. Each one of us must view with horror 

and shame the wave of communal frenzy tnat has swept this 

land of ours causing heavy loss of life and up^rooting 

a vast number of people from the soil of their ancestral 

homes* 

"It will serve no purpose to indulge in apportion¬ 

ing blame for the recent terrible happenings. Ihosof 

us who has seen from close quarters the genesis and the 

tfourse of the communal flare up in the Punjab can well 

appreciate the depth of the feelings of those who have 

been victims of the heart-rending ekfents that have foiled 

and besmirched the great and the glorious land that was 

the Punjab. However, we must realize that retaliation 

only leads us into a vicious circle which we must endeabour 

to break. We are all engaged now in the gigentic task 

of safely evacuating the vast number of Sikhs and ^indu 

refugees from the West Punjab and unless the people co¬ 

operate ike with the authorities in speeding up the process 

of evacuation of the r.fugees, we shall be risking a large 

number of valuable lives wno are depending on us for their 

safe evacuation. 

REHABILITATION WORKf 

"THEN there is the big problem of settling and 
if 

rehabilitating these refuge s. The authorities cannot 

give whole-hearted attention to these big problems in their 

vast magnitude if their attention is diverted by lawless 

activities which Jtk disrupts communications and clogs 

the administrative machinery. 

'•In thi3 moment of serious stress to the country 

it is the imperative duty of every Indian to be of some 

assistance to the Government and to refrain from activities 

which would defeat the very purpose w.iich the people re¬ 

sorting to retaliatory m asures have in view, namely, the 

well being of their own kith and kin. If people will not 
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If people will not 30 back to their normal evocations and 

will not cultivate their lands or attend to their crops 

and their cattle, they Wxll only add to their own distress 

as also the distress and difficulties of those who are 

coming to us to se k comfort and homes* I apped to the 

Sikhs and Hindus with all the earnestness at my command to 

refrain from all retaliatory activities and to divert tiieir 

attention to constructive cork by which alone they can help 

their brethren in We3t Punjab to be safely evacuated and 

re-settled in this country. I so much hope that they will 

view things in the correct respective and will not let 

their frayed tempers to stand in the way of adopting the 

course that is the most assential for restoring normal con¬ 

ditions in this countty of ours. 

We are passing thorough a grave ordeal.. Our moral 

heritage, the most cherished of our ^ssessions is at stake 

Our fitness for independence is being put to a severe test. 

Let us f .ce the situation with courage and fortitude and 

set ourselves to the great task ahead of us in a spirit of 

tolerance and without frittering away our energies in re¬ 

crimination or retaliation." 

CHARGE AG A IRS T SIKHS 

KARACHI, Sep,26: "Villages and crops in Lahore district 

were flooded when Sikhs blocked the main branch vXt (Lower 

of the Upper Bari Doab canal at Sulkian Bridge and cut the 

right bank abovefthe block on Sep.15*" States a Press note 

issued by the Ministry of Information Government of Pakistan 

The Press note added: "As the breach was in Bast 

Punjab, the civil authorities of that province were approa¬ 

ched in the matter. The Slgwttjfxsxx Superintending Engineer 

of the Upper Bari Doab Canal at Amritsar closed the canal 
AtaA. 

at the eh#d with the object of repairing the breach. The 

canal was closed ^or two days, but no repairs were effected 

and the canal was re-opened. 
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"The Government of Pakistan have made a strong 

representation to the Government ofIndia on this matter.w 

OCTOBbH, 3 I REFUGEE CONVOY AMBUSHED* 

N W L LHI, Oct.2 * Indian Major of the Indian 

Army reported killed and two Indian other ranks seriously 

wounded when a non-Mu3lira convoy from Tandlianvala (West 

Punjab, which was being escorted by Indian Army troops, 

cane under heavily fire from an ambush/^ on the main road. 

Stating this, the military spokeman added that enquiries 

were being made* 

A report from Amritsar (not quoted by the military 

spokeman) 3ays that the convoy was proce ding to Jaranwala 

and that the attackers weapons included a breuigun. They 

are also stated to have set a booby trap. 

The military spokeman said that 30 deaths a day 

fro cholera were reported fnra Korali refugee camp (Ambala) 

The American Medical Mission i3 hel.ing^ the civilian 

authorities to check the epidemic. 

Owing to floods Balloki ileaduoarics remained closed 

on 3ep.30 for non-Muslim refuge es coming east. Three 
(% 

parties ck approximately 10,000 non-Muslim refugees each, 

who have passed the headworks, are halted at Bhaipheru, 

on the Manga-Raj aj ang Ro d and Athulpur respectively. The 

Kasur-Gandasinghwala Road is still under water. Lahore 

military areas has be n requested to ro-ut non-Muslim 

foot-convoys to Khemkaran from Kasur. 

The military evacuation organisation, India has 3ent 

130 bags of rice, ten bags of un-rfined sugar, 13 bags of 

cooked food and 25 bags of chana to the Manganwala and 

Balloki head areas of the non-Muslim refugees^ moving to 

the Indian Dominion. 

A bridge on the Mangtanwala - Balloki Road has 

collapsed and no movement of motor transport is possible 

on that stretch. 
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A second part of foot convoy of 50,000 non-Muliras 

from Kalaswala (Sialkot district) has reached Dera Baba 

Nanak. It mty be r membered that this convoy was spilt 

into two owing to bad weather* The first half of this 

convoy is already in Dera Baba Nanak* 

MUSLIM CONVOY HBACHBS WEST PUNJAB SAKS: 

A convoy of 15,000 Muslims passed through Amrtisar 

to Wagh yesterday without incident* There are 1,50,000 

Muslim refugees at Beas. A part of this concentration 

is expected to move to fctlchain today. 

Th re was no movement of refugees by rail in 

either direction. However, 1,700 Muslims moved to Pakistan 

and 5,200 non-Muslims arrived in the Amritsar areas in 

lorries* 

Attucks on non-Muslim foot convoys are reported 

fromWast Punjab* A convoy from Bargeda to Layallpur, it 

is -eported, was attacked on Sep,30 resulting in casualties, 

Lahore military area has been requested to investigate. It 

is also reported that non—Muslims were attacked at a villug< 

nine sixlx miles north of Jaranwaia on the night of 5ep*28/ 

29 . 

The follwoing is the summary of events reported 

during the 24—hours ending 6 a.m. today: 

Ambala : Some tension prevails in the city. One 

stabbing incident occurred yesterday. The^ was also 

a tomb incident in the city, in w dch one per cent was 

wounded. 

3imla and Karnal are quiet. 

Ballabhgarh : On Sep. 29 approximately 15 non^ 

Muslims entered a compartment while the Dawn Bombay Express 

was to leave Balbhgarh /Railway Station and attacked the 

passengers. 2he train a escort rushed to the compartment 

but the assailants escaped. Non- of the peasenjers was 

killed but six Muslims were injured. The train was search, 

and some wessons were recovered. And arrest was made.The 

train proceeded after Muslim nassennera we .e a-roueed to- 
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together under a protective escort* 

INCIDENTS IN FRONTIER* 

N.W.F.P*, A military convoy evacuated all non- 

Muslima from Lakki without, incident* Large mobs who met 

this convoy en route and tried to interfere, it is stated, 

were successfully persuaded by the civil authorities to 

disperse • Five Hindus were killed and two wounded at 

fioriwala when they were attacked on their way to bannu in 

tongas. Two of the attackers were killed and 3ome arrest*: 

were made by the police. The company of tr ops and two 

armoured cars were sent to Goriwals to restore confidence 

among the population* 

At Kalabagh approximately seventy armed men killed 

eight and wounded twelve non-Muslims* The military petrol 

arrived on the spot and opened fire. Three^ of the attuck- 

were killed and four wounded. Seme shops were looted at 

Naurang Sarai and also some stray cases of shooting occur¬ 

red. No casualties are reported. One hundred and eight 

refugees arrived at Bannu from Naurang Sarui wiktout any 

incident. 

Kohat* One Hindu was shot dead in a village near 

Hangu on the night of Sep,26/27. 

Lachii Three un-known persons entered and looted 

a Hindu house, wounding two and killing one. 

Delhi* In the Sadd ar Bazar zone follwoing searches 

by the military, looted and stolen property was recovered, 

including motor vehicles and cycles. 

The R.A.F. is dropping thirty thousands pounds of 

chapattis for 25,000 villagers tar-Oor.od on account of the 

floods in Wahand Mangtanwala (tfest Punjab. API. 

OCTOBER, 7* BAST PUNJAB RETURNING TO NORMAL* 

JULLUNDUR, 6. The situation is a whole is fast returning 

to normal says a communique issued by the ^ast Punjab Govt, 

to night* Jullundur, Hoshiarpur, Kangra, Ludhiana, Simla, 
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Perozepur and Gurgaon are reported to be quiet. A total 

cf 150,000 Muslims passed peacefully through Amritsar 

to the Pakistan border on Qct.2 . ?£here have be n nu¬ 

merous complaints of atrocities perpetrated by Muslim 

refugees and unit3 of the Pakistan Army on non-Muslims 

and a lot of standing crops have been destroyed. A Muslim 

convoy camping at .Amritsar on Oct. 5 killed one Ilindds 

and two ^ikh3. Five kidnapped Hindu women and a Hindu 

boy were rescued from their possession. Armed Muslims 

raided two villages in Parnal District and set buildings 

on fire. Muslims in Hisaar lity killed one Hindu on Oct. 

3 which led to communal riot and police and military were 

called out. One hundred Hindus were injured and twenty 

killed while seventy Muslims were wounded and fifteen 

killed. Fjur police men were also wounded. 

In Amritsar district , troops escorting Muslim 

refugees are seriously accused of murdering* kidnapping 

and looting non-Muslims on their w^. Raids by border 

Muslims assisted by Pakistan troops continued. 

In Batala, Gurdaapur district, Muslim troops 

escorting lorries of Muslim refugees spot dead two Sikhs 

wayfares. They were engaged by Indian troops which re¬ 

sulted in heavy exchange of fire* 

HINDU PROTECT MUSLIMS1 

J JLLUNDUR, Oct. 5* News from tne hilly regions 

I of iio3hiarpur district and the Baswa Tehsil snow that 

Hindus ani Sikhs mi gave all help and protection to their 

Muslim neighbours. They not onl^. offered them shelter 

but fed them, and protected bneir property. When the 

Maalims finally decided to go to the refugee camps the 

majority community undertook to protect their property 

in their absence. Many Muslims, as an evidence of their 

confidence, it is reported, have left the keys of their 

houses with their Hindu neighbours. 

I 
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m you <20,wo stall other,* said a »ikh peasant to me 

laa'G December wnen I was riding across the province. He 

knew the past_he was 87 and was terrified of the future. 

He was not alone in nis tear, In greater or less degree , 

it was presenx aLL along my route from Indus to the Jumna. 

In Hoshiarpur, one of the districts most seriously affected 

a Sikh Office*’ on leave/ prophesiedjcivil war, and a young 

Sikh merchant in the iior^h said, "Fre-dom ia destruction, 

and Pakistan is Kabristun_ A grave-yard." In that grave¬ 

yard now lie un-uumbered men, women and children. And 

three million more are homeless. 

How has this nappened? The causes are complex, 

and their roots lie deep in the pastj[ but certain factors 

are clear. The clearest is the religious division between 

Hindu and Muslim. In March 1940, tne Muslim League, in a 

meeting at Labor, adopted raxistan as their battle cry u»id 

target. Leas than a month later tne late Sir Sikandar Hyat 

I Khan, then Premier of the runjab,said to mein conversation 

that Pakistan was new idea to the Muslim peasants of the 

province and it would now run like wild fixe through their 

heads * fill them the communal ieeiing so prominexit in the 

town rixely found expression in tne viilge, and whereas in 

tne Eastern Punjab. Hindu and Muslim cultivated the land 

side by side, thers often an inter-chuige of civilities 

at marriage and dea th. This friendly relationship was 

still in evidence lest autumn, but marked by an under-line 

tension. In the election earlier in one year *xhe cry of 

wl3iam in danger" had been raised and xhanks to sustained 

propaganda, by December the fear of Hindu Domination was 

upper-most in the Muslim minds. " We don't to exchange 

slavery to the English for slavery to tne Hi.idu" was ti-_ 

pical of what was said to me in the vill-gp. The fear was 

given a ainster tarn by the tales of Muslims massacred in 
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in Bihar. The tales o f the Hindus massacred in Eastern 

Bengal was no told. 

POOR HARVESTS I 

The fear of the Hindu Domination was easy to arouse 

owing to an economic factor. (In the Western Punjab the 

peasants ia pre— dominetely Muslim -and the trader and money¬ 

lender. Hindu or Sikh. In the oast the exactions of the 
f 

money-lender had often generated bitter feelings and o o o 

/sional explosions, but certain bills passed early in the 

war had deprived him of his /hold. Then came the rationing 

of grain, sugar and ftoac cloth, and much of the power last 

by the Hindus/ as a money lender was regained by him as a 

trader, for the distribution of all necessaries in short 

supply was automatically placed in his hands, and th.it too 

under the control of a department which was notoriously 

corrupt. All along my rente there was "One universal hiss 

against the controls not from the shop-keepers and their 

influential clients, who got all they wanted, but from the 

ordinary peasant, who got far le3s than his due and was 

obliged to bu$ in the blaclc-market at exorbitant rates. 

It i3 difficult for a peasant to be philosophic when he 

sees these last loin cloth or shirt going to pieces, and 

the cloth-merchant with a pile of piecegoods which will he 

send at a farcy price, "We could not even get a shroud to^ 

bury our dead," was the kind of thing being said, and some 

times experienced. The ohortu^ of cloth was bad enough 

but whereas north of Jhelum, a succession of poor harvest 

compelled the purcatne of food-grains in the blakk-markot, 

disguadd turned bitterness. And so, when early in March 

trouble brokeout in Amritsar, Lahore and Multan, the Muslims 

of ihe North looted the shops and butchered heir-owners, 

DIVISION OF PROVINCEI Many of the victims were 

Sikhs, and that brings me to a third factor. Had Hindu and 

Muslim alone been concerned, the division of the Punjab 

might have been effected without blood-shed. But the Sikhs 
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But oue :>ikh3 also had their ciaimSf they were as de¬ 

termined to prevent domination of the Muslim as the Muslims 

were the domination of the Hindu, Though only about four 

million in population of 29,000,000 they are a formidable 

community with ajnartial ardeour and a pride in their past 

which makes them un—willing to bow knee to any one but then- 

sieves and GodL and they never firget that it was from them 

that we conquered the Punjab* Ho one who knew them could 

inave supposed they would accept peacefully any settlement/ 

which cut their samll community in cwo. Yet this is whaj 

they knew ooundary line did, and on Aug. 16 over one and a 

half million found themsleves suddenly cut off frum the re st 

of their community. To toe ttikuo this was political suicide, 

and, inflamed by what they had suffered in the North, they 

rose in their thousands and butchered. 

& - BRITISH RESPONSIBILITY t 

that boundary line we were ultimately responsi¬ 

ble and that raises the question* How far are we responsible 

for what followed? That we had to leave India as soon as 

we decently could go without saying and we might have done 

that even earlier in the cas-; of the seven provinces with a 

stabile Indian Governments. But the Punjab was different. 

It wa3 not a Pro v nee to be cut in two like a Gprd^an knot 

in traditional Commando fashion. When I was in Lahore la3t 

April, tension was already extreme and the Province a smoul¬ 

dering vulcano. Time was clearly needed to let passions cool 

Instead we roased them to white heat by the -oundai^r award. 

Surely e should n^ve made soma attempts, to a secure the 

npolitical arrangements'1 to which 4+r Cyril Cliffe, referes 

in the last paragraph of his award, differing our departure 

until some sort of a staole GoveroB’int cou d be set up on 

either side of whatever line was finally adopted. Whatever, 

the dif icultio3 of this course, we should at le.^st h ve bedn 

true to our hundred-year trust fuid not handed over millions 
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millions of helpless peasants, for whose welfare we were 

res xmiatolo, to anarchy aid ruin* 

PROBLEM OF RBF'ja.^Sf 

Now out of that anarchy end ruin order has somehow 

to be evolved. The task in stupendous* Land will h-ve to 

be found for thousands of refuges peasants, with an orderly 

settlem nt of each family on its allotment. 3e d grain and 

bullocks in numbers will have to be provided, and ;uicl:ly 

too if the spring harvest is to be sown in ti ie• The land 

records, in which every menls property and rights are re¬ 

corded, will hnve to be amended on a gigantic scale. The 

efficiency of a canal system which irrigates 15*000,000 acr^i 

will h ve to be edR redisoiplineet, perhaps even rvconis- 

tructed. For all t is much new personnel will have to be 

found and t .Lned ar.d finance 6n the roost generous scale 

provided out of depleted exchequers* These are eonw of the 

problems that will h .ve xo bo f.oed, cjid in view of our zx 

share in the tragedy any help taut may be asked should be 

freely given. 

OCTOBER, 13* SO ROOM FOR MINORITIES * 

^ BOMBAY, Oct* 11* "As soon as the League Ministry 

assumed office in the ST.V.F.Province, a ■ rigorous censor¬ 

ship on news was carried out with the result that the out¬ 

side world is in complete darkness about the happenings in 

the province." Mr* Girdharilal Yuri Deputy 3epaker of the 

North West Fronteir Province, said in a statement here today. 

"Even telegrams 3ent by tne Gongress Parliamentary 

Secretary* L* Mehr Ohand Khunna, xo the rremeir of India 

and Pakistan drawing -heir attention to this state of affa¬ 

irs were not allowed to pass, " he added. 

Mr. Puri was replying to puid-i-Aaam Jinnah's 
* 

speech appearixig this morning that the minorities did not 

give the Pakistan Government a chance to prove their oona- 

fides. Mr. Puri gave ,!a few facts" regarding th- "treat- 
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treatment meted out to r:ou-Ilusxim3 n. after the installa¬ 

tion of the|beague Ministry so that the public could judge8 

how the Pakistan dovemment has utilized the tine and 

chance they had to in still confidence in the minorities" 

and whether "there is any room left xor the minorities in 

the NW.F.P." 

Mr. Puri challenged Pakistan authorities "to prove 

a single act of die-loyality against the State committed 

by the minorities in N.W*iTJ?, ev*sx*aiuce tne transfer of 

power." 
JP* 

Mr. Girdhari Lai Puri said in his statement* I 

have ref-.d Qiaid-i-Aaam Jinnah'a speech as repoi*tod this 

morning in which he says* "I regret to say thPt minorities 

here did not give us a chauoe to prove our bonafides, nor 

they give us their wholehearted cooperation as citizens 

of Pakistan when the crisis suddenly overtook us". He 

Ichur&ctorised the exodus o f Hindus "at part of a well 

organised plan to cripple Pakistan.*1 

"I was iu Peshawar «xll 3ep. 26, 1947* I ^Lve 

below a few facts reg rding th* treatment meted out to 

non-Muslims and the uttitude of the Government towards 

them after the League Ministry «ns installed in K.W.P.P* 

under orders of the Quaid-i-Azau., on Aug, 23, 1947. 

Mr* Abdul Qayv.m, the Prime Minister, began pro- 

pajigand wherein he accused the Indi&njGovernment and the 

Last Punj.b Government of having utterly failed to protect 

the Muslima. He threatened th.t his Gove ncent would not 

be able to protect tn® mine—rities ia JJ.W.jj'.P. from tx'ibul 

and local mass Muslim at acks in view of the uh happenings 

in Last Punjab. His speeches re-erred in the Press 

and boradcast from the Pakistan Radio, were an invitation 

to tribesmen and locel Leaguers to avenge Last Punjab 

wrongs in Ifc/.F.P. 

THOUSANDS OF NOtt-MBSLIMS KILLED * 

A deputation of Muslim Leaguers was sent to the 

r\ 
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to the East Punjab by the League Premier, In a personal 

letter which he sent to the Nawab of ^amdot through the 

deputation,he said* " thousands of Pathana have been 

massacred in East Punjab.” This allegation of his was 

bro dcast from the Pakistan itadio. The deputation suppor¬ 

ted ^han Abdul Qayum Khan's allegation on their return# 

This aggravated the situation and resulted in traged 
> 

acts of communal agression at Haripur, Takhat Bai, Kohat, 

Peshawur City and Cantonment. Now-3hera, Khairabad, 

Lakki, Shiar Ilawrang e v,c. In which thousands of non- 

muslims 1 st their lives, several hundred women and 

children weie/^ abducted, thousands were forcibly covert.d 

to Islam and property worth crores has been looted aid 

burnt. '• 

As soon as the League Ministry assumed office a 

rigorous censorship on news was carried out with a result 

that outside world is in complete durk*»ness about the 

happenings in the province. Press messages have been 

either with|h<^Ld or delayed for several days. This 

censorship continues upto date. Its rigour can be judgedl 

from the fact that even messages intimating news of deaths! 

sent from uhe Frontier to near relatives outside the 

province have not allowed to pass. Private correspondence I 
I 

is censored. Even telegrams sent by the Congress Parlia¬ 

mentary Secretary L. Me hr Chand Khanna, to the Premiers 

of India and Pakistan drawing their attention to this 

3tate of afforis were not allowed to pass. 

”0n Aug. 26 over 400 Hindus and Sikhs were killed 

in Haripur, (a tehsil town in Hazara district with a 

population of several thoueands non-Muslims), the part 

oJMn&ripur town containing Hindu houses -aid shops was 

entirely burnt. Mr. Abdul Qayum told Hindus and Sikhs 

who waited on him when he went for a tour of Hazara 

district that he could not protect them. The Deputy 

Commissioner, Hazara, gave the Hindus and sikha four 
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four-days notice to le^ve the district either for Rawal¬ 

pindi or for Kashmir. Over two thousands refugees living 

in Kakul camp Abbottabad, were removed to Wah camp in 

Campbellpur district, Punjab by Government orders and 

under Government escort. According to official^ figures 

only 97 Hindus and Sikhs are living in the entire Hazara 

district at their own risk now. Hazara had a population 

of over 80,000 Hindus and Sikhs in normal times who owned 

considerable land, business and property. The League 

claims cent per cent follwoing in Hazara district. I h^ve 

proof in my possession that some political agents h-ve be* n 

directly inciting tribesmen by holding out to them all kind! ; 

* of temptations to attack non-Muslims in the NVFP. 

GOVERNMENT SERVANTS ATTACKED* 

Non—Muslim Government servants who had volunteered 

to serve the Pakistan Government were brutchely attacked 

in their houses in Civil Quarters on Sep. 7 in the presence 

military and the police. Sixty four of them were merciless 

ly done to death. Many of their women and children were 

abducted. All their worldly belo;;gings were looted. All 

this heppened under the very nose of the provincial autuo- 

rities. This happened in Peshawar itself. These non- 

Muslim Government Servants bravely fought the rioters for 

over twelve hours. Their Muslim neighbours, who were also 

government servants, in most cases, helped the rioters by 

pointing out to them the Hindu houses. The Government, the 

military or the police did not go to their help all these 

twelve hours that they were under mob attack. The attitude 

of the provincial Government towards those who survived is 

extremely callous. They have been asked to sta^e”yes" or 

"no” whether they want to serve the Provincial Government. 

This clearly shows that the Frontier Government does not 

want to retain the services of even a single one of them. 

All peaceful and constitutional means of ventilatir 

their grievances have been taken away from them. By the 

use of dictatorial povr.rs the Quaid-i-Azam having installed 
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installed a Ministry which does not connand A majority in 

the House. There does not appear to be any chance of the 

autumn session of the Assembly being called. 

"Khan Abdul Qayum Khan has trampled under his feet 

civil liberty in every shape and form in the NWFP. 

LIAQUAI ALT'S STATEMENT CONTRADICTEDl 

New Delhi Oct. 11* Mr. K.C. Neogy, Minister for 

Relief and Rehabilitation, Government of India, and Mr. 

Gopalswami Iyengar, Minister without portfolio, have issued 

the following statament* 

we have been painfully surprised to read the state¬ 

ment issued by Mr. Liquat Ali Khan, Prime Minister of Pak. 1 

on 9th Oct., from Lahore in regard to the proceedings of the 

^Conference betwe n the representatives of the Pakistan and 

Alndia,held at Lahore on 9th Oct. 1947. I 

We should like to make it clear, at the outset, 

that the account of the proceeding of the conference report© 

by the Associated Press of India, was not is ued by us, nor 

v*s it inspired by us, as insinuated in the Press communique 

issued by the Principla Information Officer of the Pakistan 

Government. This, however, i3 not the main issue. 

There are two fundamental mis-representations in 

the statement of the Pakistan Prime Minister. No one re¬ 

presenting India has, at ary time, expressly or by impli¬ 

cation, attributed to the Pakistan Government any intention 

to ban the entry into that Dominion of Muslims from all part 

of the Indian Dominion. It is well known that the agr eraent 

reached between the Prime Minister of Pakistan and the Prime 

Minister of India for mass exchange of minority pop lations 

between the two Dominions has reference only to the province 

of East Punjab in the Indian Dominion and the Province of 

West Punjab in the Pakistan Dominion. It is also well under 

stood, as indeed it was admitt d by the Prime Minister of 

Pakistan _at the conference on tfcx&x 5th Oct., that the North 

West Frontiex^Provinoe is included in this agre ment. The 
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The representatives of the Government of *ndia mentioned 
* 

that they felt themsleves bound to provide facilities 

for Muslims in the Delhi Province, who were anxious to move 

out to Pakistan. The only reference to the United Provin¬ 

ces in this context wa3 as regards the East Punjab Mual_ma 

who are now refugees in the United Province and are defini¬ 

tely looking forward to evacuation to Pakistan. To say 

that ’’the Indian Ministers blandly propoed^-to include 

Muslims from Delhi Province and the Western District of 

U.P. in the evacuation programme” is wholly incorrect. 

It was never stated by the representatives of the 

Government of In ia that "almost all Muslims in Delhi 

province and the Western districts of U.P. desired to leave 

India3 In fact, when he wa3 asked whether Muslims in these 

areas who wished to migrate to Pakistan were to be denied 

admission ther in, It was Mr. Liaqat Ali Khan himself who 

blandly replied that was not his idea, but th^t he did 

not expect the Government of India to provide special 
f 

facilities for their evacuation, such as refugee specials, 

etc., and that should be let to reach Pakistan on their 

own in the ordinary way. Further, when the Prime Minister 

of Western Punjab, who was p esent at the conference, cas- 

ualy rem irked that India wa s driving away Muslims, the 

representatives of the Government of *ndia took sharp and 

immediate exception to his remark and stated categorically 

that India h d not tried to dirve sway Muslim, was not 

doing it now and did not propose to do it in future. Des¬ 

pite our efforts and despite the fact that 80 per cent of 

India Muslima are living in peace and amity, some are v/a±tii 

waiting to leave from areas outside J?unjab and thor is 

no question of compelling any one to leave. 

We deeply regret that any misunderstanding should 

arise between us and the Prime Minister of Pakistan over 

an issue of which there should be no difference of opinion. 

We should like to add that we grtfekLy appreciated/ 
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I appreciated the cordial manner in which the Prime Min. 

of Pakistan and the two Ministers of West Punjab carried on 

the discussions fax at the conference and we took forward 

to a continuance of the same cordiality at future discussions 

NOVEMBER 5| League GUARDS RAID AMRITSAR VILLAGES* 

SIMLA, Nov. 4* Several communal clashes are reported from 

some towns in Kamal District, says a communique issued by 

the Eastern Punjab Government today. In Kathal and Kamal 

a few Muslims were killed. A clash socd between Muslims and 

non-Muslims refugees occurred in Panipat on Nov. 2, and re¬ 

sulted in casualties on both sides. Police opened fire kill¬ 

ing six non-Muslims. 

A picket of four foot constables was attacked by 

Muslims killing two at the spot. The dther two are also mis¬ 

sing and are believed killed. Arms and ammunition of these 

foot-constables were taken away by the Muslims. 

Nine raids and incursions by Muslims assisted by 

armed Home Guards and Muslim League National Gurads from ac¬ 

ross the border, are reported from Amritsar district, the 

communique adds. X number of Sikhs have been injured as a 

result of these raids and the raiders have decamped with a 

large n mber of cattle. 

Non-Muslim refugees from Sar.,oda and Layallpore 

complained of searches and abduction by Muslim troops in 

Pakistan. Large scale movement of ttffugees continues wit out 

int rference. A n umber of Muslim women and children have 
V i» 

been recovered in Amritsar, Hoshiarpur and oth^r districts. 
i . 

Recoveries of looted proeprty also continued. 

PAT HANS FIRE AT TRAIN* 

Lahore, Nov.2* "Further steps have been taken to 

''establish cooperation between the police ^nd the Military 

officers on both sides of the Indo-Pakistan border in Kasur 
\ \ 

sub-division of Lahore district, says a West Punjab Govern¬ 

ment's Press note today. 

The Press note adds* "according to reports received 
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recived on Oct. 2 $ 3, Brigadier Sant Singh of the Indian 

Array helped in recovering 83 Muslims, including woemen II 

and children from Moga Sub-division and conveying to Kasur. 

Major-Nagra, Commander of the Jats, at Ahem Karan paid a 

frinedly visit to the Assistant Superintendent of Police, 

in Kasur. The two are holding a joint enquiry into an 

incident of exchange of firing between the Wect Punjab 

police and Indian trdopa. 

"A party of 22 sweepers who had left lhalia along 

with non-Muslim evacuees a few days earlier have returned 

and re-settled in their homes. 

A regrettable incident took place in ^argodha 

during the week end when a party of Pathans stopped a trail 

and fired at it. The escort of the train replied to the 

firing. In the exchange of shots, one soldier and twelve 

passengers were killed. The causalties on the side of 

raiders could not be ascertained. The train was pulled 

back to Ihulerwan"._API. 
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EXTRACT /ROM THE FILE OF 
" THE HINDUSTAN TIMES" 

m J947 
TAKEN at the ^nstance of S.Kirpal Singh 

I/C Sikh History Research j|partment 

Khalsa College Amritsar. 

MARCH 4l THE PUNJAB CRISIS* 

Sir Khizr Hyat Khan Tiwana's resignation has not 

come as a surprise. Many shrewd observers read into the 

Punjab Premier's statement announcing the release of Muslim 

League leaders a menaing beyond what it apparently conveyed 

Sir Khizr Hyat and his Muslim colleagues of the Unionist 

Party have fallen victims to the Nazi technique of the X 

Muslim League. It was perhaps inevitable that social, t, 
personal and political terrorization practised against 

them should tell on their resolve to uphold the coalition 

that had been governing the province since the last general 

election. Sir Khizr Hyat Khan is one of the biggest, if 

not the biggest, landlord of the provhce and since his 

land lies in the western districts he must have wondered 

whether his interest lay in fighting the fanatical ele¬ 

ments that had swaye^d Muslim public opinion by appealing 

to religious sentiments. He has been opposed to the 

partition of the Punjab but not to Pakistan. Therefore, 

his coalition with the Congress and Panthic parties was 

not on a sound basis; it lacked even popular support 

because the character of the administration remained 

largely bureaucratic and did not react to the political 

ideology of the major partners in the coalition. There 

are some who think that British administrators have helped 

the League by precipitating a political struggle. Whether 

this is so or not, the fact remains that the administration 

has let down the Ministry. 

According to the latest reports from Lahore, the 

Governor of the Punjab after having a talk with the Leader 

of the Opposition, the Khan of Mamdot, and the leaders of 

the Congress and Panthic parties has called upon the 

League leaders to ffpm a ministry. We hope the Governor 
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We hope the Governor did not attempt to drive a wedge 

between the Congress and the Panthic party* So far as 

these two groups aie concerned their course is clear. 

If they wish to save the Punjab from a blatantly com¬ 

munal rule of which Sind and Bengal are having a bitter 

taste they must stand together. Should the Muslim League 

leaders of the Punjab wish to establish communal rule 

they should be allowed to try the experiment and face 

the prospect of open revolt in the areas where Sikhs and 

Hindus form a majority of the population. After an the 

League has shown the way in this direction and the ad- 

ministration of the Punjab has admitted defeat when con¬ 

fronted with such tactics. Master Tara Singh has recently 

proclaimed in unmistabable terms that there is no hope 

of a settlement between the Muslim League and the Sikhs 

in the Punjab • There is even lesser ehhnce so far as 

the Congress is concerned, unless it be a part of an 

all-India agreement. The moment for a te*t of the strength 

and conviction of the minorities of the Punjab has arrived. 

They can make or mar their future accroding as they act 

jointly or severally. They can save something from the 

wreck, if they stand together and make sure that either 

the Punjab is a province of a united India or that their 

Punjab finds separate moorings. This issue has been 

brought to the forefront by the statement of Sir Khizr 

Hyat Khan justifying his decision to resign on the ground 

that the Punjab should have an opportunity of receiving 

sovereign power directly from the British people. It is 

for the Sikhs and Hindus of the Punjab to decide their 

own destiny and the future of their province. 

MARCH 6* PUNJAB P0RT3NTS 

The Punjab is in a state of ferment. The cause for 
• I 

the sudden deterioration in the situation is obscure. 

The true histoy of the downfall of the Khizr Hyat Khan 

Ministry may not be known for a long time to come. The 
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The facta are not easy to unravel and are certainly not 

apparent on the surface of the various statements that 

have teen made by some of the actors in the drama* The 

Governor's decision to take the administration of the 

province directly into his own hands under Section 93 of 

the Act is obviously designed to give time to the League 

party to form its Ministry under ideal conditions* Ul¬ 

timately for the Governor and the coterie of British 

officials who have a grip oveifthe provincial administaar* 

tion, the Congress and the Panthic parties have seen 

through the game and have refused to play into their 

hands* What is m^re, the general mass of Hindus and Sikhs 

have reacted sharply to this move. They held peaceful 

demonstrations in Lahore to make it known that they would 

not be ruled by a communal ministry. What followed makes 

grim reading. The pol^ice were M loose on students 

and other demonstnators and casualties running into three 

figures were inflicted by firing. It could not be that 

tear gas stocks were exhausted; it could not be that the 

police were confronted with a situation uglier than they 

had handled during the 33 days that the civil disobedience 

movement of the Muslim League was said to have had 

outburst of police 

violence has been given by our special correspondent who 

has pointed out that if the minorities started any civil 

disobedience movement "they would find the Punjab police 

and the magistracy much more intent on suppressing the 

Muslims during the recent movement•" Reports of happen¬ 

ings in Lahore during the past two days and nights more 

than amply justify the prognostication. No inhabition 

seems now to keep the police or the magistracy in check. 

During the League movement there was no firing in Lahore, 

It was resorted to at Amritsar and Kxstexsxxc Ambala with 
GacU 

one fatal casualty in oadtttoase. The police fired in the 
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The police fired in the air at Jullundur. Now in less 

thai 24 hours the police have inflicted in Lahore alone 

casualties which jjrobably excel any inflicted on civilian 

crowds in the Punjab for many a long year. They did not 

even observe the normal instruction that firing must be 

directed below thd knees. Many students recAived abdomi¬ 

nal and kidney wounds. The former Finance Minister, Mr. 

Bhiro Sen 3achar, has protested to the Governor against 

the method used by the police in dealing with Hindu and 

Sikh processionists. Even the ban on meetings has been 

re imposed. The minorities in the Punjab have rightly 

declared their determination not to sbbmit to communal 

Vdomination. They are fighting India's battle. The 

Council of Action headed by Master Tara Singh can rely 

on the country's full support. 

MARCH 7s LONDON, March 6. Leader of the opposition Mr. 

Winston Churchill, suggested that the problem of India 

should be handed to the United Nations for solution when 

he opened the second day of the India debate in the House 

of Commons today. Mr. Churchill was greeted with a roar 

of Opposition cheers and the House was again crowded in 

every part. 

Recalling that the Government had adopted this 

course with Palestine, Mr. Churchill asked "Is it as 

difficult to resist with the feeling that the same train 

of resoning applies on a far greater scale and with much 

greater force to India?" Having fs^Led to its Indian 

pol%y, was not the Government bound in honour, decency 

and commonsense, to seek the aid of a wider instrument 

and authority, he asked. 

Speaking immediately after Mr. Ohurohill, the 

Minister of Defence, Mr. A.V. Alexander, declared! "History 

may record that Mr. Churchill's speech this afternoon has 

been the principal fact or in preventing the sides coming 

together." 
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In the course of his speech, Hr. Churchill 

described the Government headed by Pandit Jawaharlal 

Nehru as a "complete disaster." He declared it v/as a 

mistake to entrust the Government of India to a leader 

of Caste Hindus, Pandit Nehru. 

Regretting that no statement hud be n made, as 

to the reasons for the resignation of the Viceroy, Lord 

Wavell, Mr. Churchill saidi "It is an unwholesome way 

of conducting public affairs in time of peace that a 

Minister or a Viceroy should be dismissed or should 

resign and not feel it neoessary to self-respect to 

explain to the nation the reason of the departure." 

MARCH 13I ATTEMPT TO HOLD UP FRONTIER MAIL 
NEAR PESHAVAR. 

( From Our Correspondent) 

PESHAWAR, March 12._ The District Magistrate of 

Peshawar pleaded in vain for four hours on Monday with a 

crowd to clear the railway line near Cunningham Park, 3ay* 

a ’communique» issued by the H.W.F.P. Government. 

The crowd blocked the line and tampered with the 

truck and the Down Frontier Mail had to return to 

Peshawar Cantonment station. Despite repeated warnings 

to disperse, the crowd advanced, stoning the police and 

the military guards. The troops are now standing by in 

the City Kotwaii. A 12-hour curfew has been imposed in 

the city for three days. 

All telegraphs and telephone wires leading out 

of Peshawar were cut on Sunder night and land communi¬ 

cations have not been yet restored. In Hazara District 

one person was killed and two places of worship were burnt| 

Troops are also standing by in Abbottabad and Haripur • 

Seventeen stabbing cases took place in Peshawar 

city in the afternoon, three of which proved fatal. 

assistant sub-Inspector of police, who was fired at is 

lying in a precarious condition in hospital. 

It is reported 
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It is reported Mr. Ifur Illahi, Advocate, was 

stabbed while attempting to rescufe some Hindu girls 

from Goondas. Many other Muslims braved the wrath of 

goondas and received minor injuries while protecting 

Hindus and Sikhs. Mr. Hur Ulahi is in hospital. 

Stabbing incidents have also been reported from 

Pabbi and Nownhera Kalan. A strong force of Frontier 
SituaboH 

Constabulary has been dispatched to deal with the aitatmn. 

THE PUNJAB TRAGEDY 

Since the resignation of the Khizr Ministry, the 

Punjab has been the scene of communal rioting reminiscent 

of Bengal and Bihar. In Amritsar, Lahore, Multan and 

Rawalpindi, destruction of life and property hae been 

heavy. Though disturbances have lasted ten days and 
I 

situation seems to be under control in the urban are&s, 

the destructivp>|movement is reported to be spreading in 
* * 

the rural parts of Western Punjab and the entire adminis¬ 

tration may break down leaving the province in the throes 

of a civil war. 

There is no deoubt that these disturbances are 

wholly political in character. We do not know whether 

these who were responsible for upsetting the Coalition 

Ministry expected this terrible sequel. But they cannot 

escape re^oniibility for it. If it is true that the 

Governor of the Punjab put pressure on Malik Hhizr Hyat 

Khan to make way for the Muslim League, he should be aghast 

at the consequences of his action. As The Times says, 

"The Punjab dis-orders are a terrible warning of the 

dangers to public order inseparable from any attempt to 

enforce communal dictatorship by un-constitutional agi¬ 

tation." If the leaders of the Muslim League thought that 

they could seize power by force, they must have been 

disillusioned. One of the most reprehensible features of 

these disturbances is the open partisanship of Officials. 

Our Special Correspondent has given typical instances 
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typical instances of the way in which responsible police 

officials in Lahore participated in the rioting on March 

5* In many places, members of the National Muslim Guards 

are reported to have been found in police uniform and 

armed. 

Though the first duty of the Section 93 adminis¬ 

tration m the Punjab is to restore drder by firm police 

and military action, it is obvious that that will not be 

sufficient to put down the movement. Drastic political 

action is necessary if these distrubances are to be pre¬ 

vented from spreading all over the province. Unless popu¬ 

lar Government can be restored in some form, the Punjab 

will hc»ve to pass under martial lew. A purely communal 

ministry is out of the question, A coklition of all 

parties is particularly ruled out by the Muslim League's 
I • 

insiatance on Pakistan. We are, therefore, driven to the 

conclusion that the only way to restore peace in the 

Tunjab is to devise separate popular administrations for 

the Muslim and non-Muslim parts of the province. It 

need not involve any final decision on the issue of 

partition. There is also no need for any parliamentary 

or other legislation. The terns of Section 93 are broad 

enough to cover this case. It is provided that a pro¬ 

clamation under Section 93 "may contain 3uoh incidental 

end consequent el provisions as may appear to the Governor 

to be necessary or desirable for giving effect to the 

objects of the proclamation, including provision for sus¬ 

pending in whole or in port the operation of any provision 

tftf this Act relating to any provincial body or authority." 

It is open to the Governor to constitute two sets of 

ministers for the two ?.rts of the province and roorganize 

the police and administrative staff in such menner as to 

ensure popular support to the Govemment. Even without 

Section 93, it is possible to adopt some such arrangement 
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arrangement by convention if all the political parties 

of the province agree to it. There seems no escape from 

the fact that the Punjab as a single political and adminis 

trative unit cannot survive and that partition will have 
<— -- 
to be recognized de facto* It will make for peace on 

both sides of the line of demarcation, while enabling 

the Navab of Mamdot to form unencumbered the Ministry 

he is hankering after and at the 'same time giving the 

Hindu-Sikh area the only administration it will tolerate 

under existing circumstances. When the League started the 

campaign to upset the Coalition Ministry, it deliberately 
\ \ 

courted the present developments. It put 'dn the false 

mantle of democracy. The Times has rigidly remarkedt 

* A 
The danger is no way lessened if the agitation claims 

to be based on democratic principles. It is a curious 

feature of the campagin conducted in the Punjab by the 

Muslim League that a 56 per cent Muslim majority in the 

province enables it to invoke those principles while it 

fiercely oontroverts them in other parts of India. Ho 

Muslim party can form a ministry unless it secures Sikh 

or Hindu support." Such support can bo secured only by 

abandoning the demand for Pakistan. 

MARCH 15* POLICE OFFICERS IMPLICATED IN ‘y 
PUNJAB DISTURBANCES. 

( FROM OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT ) 

LAHORE, March 14*_The North Western Punjab, particularly 
i V jk 

the area round Rawalpindi Multan, is a blazing inferon of 

flames and has been reduced to shambles. 

This is the picture which hasljbagun to emerge froi!i 

reports of the Punjab leaders who toured this area of the 

land of five rivers with Sardar Baldev Singh, Defence 

Minister in the Interim Government, as well as from ti|8 

heart- rondins accounts of refugees who are pouring into 

Lahore. 
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I have hod lengthy interviews with all the Punjab 

leaders who accompanied the Defence Minister in his tour, 

particularly, Seth Sudarahan M.L.A. Deputy Leader of the 

Congress Party Dr. Gopichand Bhargava, Sardar Swaran Singh 

and with the Defence Minister himself. 

POLIOS PLAYED DIRTY RQLSr^ 

Pi*on these accounts, a terrible picture of the 

ordeax, chrough whxch che Punjab has been parsing, has 

begun to emerge as a connected whole* It is a picture 

too grim and too horrible to contemplate without aiy re¬ 

lief whatsoever in which the chief culprits appear to be 

not only the mobs of Muslim hooligans bufrthe Muslim members 

of the Punjab police force. Today there is one cry which 

is on the lips of every Hindu and every Sikh in this area 

of the Punjabi "Remove the police forcejand we shall be 

able to defend ourselves better.” 

Giving the impressions of hie tour, Seth Sudarshan 

said to roe* "U'e have got hold of a very sensational evi¬ 

dence which improves beyond any shadow of doubt that the 

present massacre of Hindus and the Sikhs in the Punjab 

has been planned and directed by Muslim police officers 

from their headquarters as well as the Muslim tehsildars 

| and other village officials." 

The proof of this lies in the fact that both in 

Rawalpindi and in Multan the houses and shops of the Hindus 

and Sikhs which have been most severely burnt, have been 

thoF© in the vicinity of the po.'lioe stations. 

/ \ 
INSTIGATION FROM THE POlICn* Refugees from 

Rawalpindi and from Multan told me, that they themselves 

saw Muslim sub-Inspectors of police urging mobs to pour 

petrol on houses of Hindus and Sikhs and burn them. 

One Muslim police officer xaiakBitxjfty in Multan is 

stated to have brought camels from the countryside to carry 

away the looted properties from wrecked houses of Hindus. 

BRUTALITY LET LOOSE* Before the stories related 
y 

by these refugees arithing which happened in East Bengal 
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East Bengal or in Bihar just pales into insignificance. 

In Multan for example, a Hindu hotel was burnt and 1 

all women there were brutally raped and afterwards 

murdered, 

SICK IN HOSPITAL BURNT AlIVEt 

The depth of degradation to which mob violence 

descended in Multan is shown by the fact that a mob invad- ! 

ed the luberculo-sis Hospital, near Delhi Gate, and, 

after isolating the Muslim patients and taking them away 

burnt all non-Muslim patients, 
, 

Seth Sudarahan told me chat nearly 10,000 Sikh 

refugees from the adjoining countryside are at present 

being looked after in Rawalpindi by the military authori¬ 

ties , Most of these refugees have been brutally assaultedj| 

their hair cut and their beards shaved, tfomen had been 

^ raped, forcibly converted and married to Muslims, 

; VILLAGES STILL BURNING * 1 

About 20 villages around Rawalpindi are still re¬ 

ported to be ablate. In Multan, 13 teeiples have been 

completely burnt, about onethousand houses and shops havs i 

been reduced to cinders or thoroughly looted while the 

number of killed is officially stated to be 250, 

Unofficial estimates of the de .d, however, are 

in the neighbourhood of 500, | 

In Murree, the damage to property is estimated 1 
\ 
at several crores of rupees. No reliable estimate is j 

yet available either of the casualties or of the damage 

to property in the rural area3. I 

Y MARCH 19* PUNJAB LESSON I 

Pandit Nehru's statement made at a Bress oonfe- [ 
rence at the end of his three-day tour of the riot-affected 

areas of the Punjab is re-as3urlng. According to him, L 

the situation in the province is more or less under control 

and so far as he could see the military were acting effi¬ 

ciently and with rapidity. It wa3 fortunate that the aid 
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aid of the military wi-ta called in by the civil authorities 

The minorities had lost faith in the police force not so 

much because it is predominantly Muslim in composition 

but because of the many instances in which it failed to 

afford protection and even abetted the law-breakers, A 

responsible leader like Master Tara Oingh has stated 

that the disturbances were pre-planned and that the 

Muslim members of the Punjab police hud taken part in 

them in many areas. Squally significant is Pandit u'ehru's 

remark that happenings in the Punjab were intimately con¬ 

nected with political affairs. We have the personal 

testimony of Dr. Saifudain Kitchlew, President of the 

Provincial Congress Committee, that when a mob in Multan 

recognised him they took him to the house of a League 

leader and tried to intimidate him into signing the 

League pledge. 

3ome League leaders are known to have boasted 

that their plans had worked so well that they had called 

the Sikh bluff, As pointed out by the head of the Interim) 

Government, if politics are to be conducted in this way, 

they would bease to be politics and would bsco.ae some 

kind of of jungle warfare.. They will only provoke re¬ 

prisals and help to keep up the vicious circle. There 

is no q/oubt that the outburst of violence was a part of 

the League campaign to instal itself in power. Contrast 

the way in which Congress leaders acted in 3ihar. The 

moment the conflagration started Pandit IJehru, Dr. 

Rajendra Prasad and the provincial President and Premier 

jumped into it and within a week extinguished it. Ho 

such action was taken by the League leaders in the Punjab. 

Instead, Mr. Daultana, while the Punjab was burning, 

went all the way to Bombay to get directives from Mr. 

Jinnah. He returned to Lahore after the communal fire 

had consumed thousands of houses and hundreds of human 

beings in the Muslim majority areas of the province and 

fanatics had indulged in abduction of women, rape and 
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rape and foricble conversion. 

Mr. Jinnah wants the Muslim League to render 

full assistance to the administration to bring about 

normal conditions and has enjoined on hia followers that 

they should consider protection of minorities a sacred 

trust. If that is how Mr. Jinnah feels, he should 

sack the entire Muslim League leadership in the Punjab 

for having betrayed the sacred trust. If not, the so- 

called directive becomes only an eyewash*. More aptly 

and more sincerely Pandit Nehru has advised the Punjabis 

to learn from the hard le3sdn and not to lose themselves 

"in a sea of hatred and reprisal which can only lead to 

mutual destruction and infany." An example of the 

danger of inffcray is provided by the activities of certain{| 

diehards in Britain who have powerful propaganda 

machinery at their back for misleading world opinion, 

Instead of confessing with shame that the Punjab blood¬ 

bath i3 the direct result of the policy that was followed 

while Mr. Amery presided over the India Office, several 

Conservative members, headed by Mr. Richard EutJe r, 

raised much dust in the House of Commons on Monday 

regarding the Punjab disturbances. Captain Go moans 

asked why British troops were used j.n Amritsar and 

Mr. Butler suggested that it was irresponsible to talk 

of clearing out when there was no responsible Government 

ir. sight in the Punjsb. Mr. Henderson, we are glad, 

affectively net the berrage of questions and pointecjfout 

that the troops which \*ere most easily available at the 

ties© were employed. It was not a case of using British 

troops alone. In fact, a majority of the troops U3ed 

in the Punjab, as was also the Case in Bihar and Bengal, 

were Indian. It is well known that forces earmarked 

for internal security are posted at various stations. 

They consist of both Indian and British Units. So to-v^ 

as India *.ys for British troops they must l>e a'^aloJUi. 
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available for use. Indian opinion has for long demaided 

the immediate withdrawl of the British troops from India. 

But while they are paid by the Indian exchequer they 

must performs duties allotted to them. There is perhaps 

some philosophic justice in the British troops helping 

to clear some of the mess which the traditCional British 

f policy of the divide and rule has created. The Under 

Secretary o f States al3c rejected the Conservative argi*■ 

ment that troops had been U3ed tc coerce any community. 

They were, he said, used against law-breakers. The ques¬ 

tion is not intelligible unless the die-hards wanted the 

majority community to have a free hand in wiping out the 

minorities. 

The^Punjah disturbsnees mark the culmination 

of the irresponsible politics which che Muslim League j 
has been pursuing for sometime. If the League is honest 

I 
about the need for peaceful settlement, it can be achieved 

only by aeat-ing round a table with leaders of other parties. 

There is the invitation of the Qorgreso Working Committee. 

But neither time nor the country will wait in-de finitely 

on Mr. jfinnah*s convenience. 
I ^ 

MARCH 221 COMMUNAL RIOTS AND COMPENSATION. 

The Government of the Punjab, by promulgating the 

Punjab disturbed areas Act of 1947, has taken a drastic 

step arising from the widespread disturbances that have 

disgraced that pro-vince since the beginnig/ of this month. 

No one will r.ay that this step was act necessary /or that 

the situation could have been brought under control by 

normal police action. It must, however, be remarked that 

this act gives power to "any Magistrate and any police 

officer not below the rank of Assistant Sub-Inspector to 

fire upon or otherwise use force even to the causing of 

death against any person," who may be considered by him 

I as acting in contravention of any law or order for the 

time being in force in a disturbed area, in the Punjab, 
§ 
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In the Funjab complicity of the police in the riota haa 

be on alleged in many places and this provision giving the 

lower police officials the power of life and death may be 

abused. It; has certainly caused serious miagivinga among 

the minority community aa was pointed out by Master Tara 

Singh at a Press Conference in New Delhi on Friday, 

While it la necessary to take all possible nation 

to prevent and punish murder and arson, the question of 

compensating those who suffered from communal rioting is 

no less important. The worst effect of rioting are felt 

by the unfortunate dependants of bread-winners who are 

killed and by families whose property has been lost. It 

i3 possible for the State to compensate them. During the 

war, it was considered to be the duty of every State to 

compensate nationals who suffered froai enemy action. The 

Government of India started a war risks insurance fund to 
•• 

insure traders and property-holders against loss in the 

event of enemy bombing or invasion. Luckily there was no 

need to pay considerable sum out of the funds collected. 

We think it but just and reasonable that the balance in 

this fund should bo used to compensate the victims of riot] 

in Calcutta, Noakhali, 3ihar and the Punj ab. If it is con¬ 

sidered That t.ne icsponsibility for compensation whould rest 

with Provincial Governments, the Government of India should 

enact the necessary legislation making it obligatoly on 

the part of every Provincial Government to compensate the 

victims of communal rioting within the province. 

While it iflcy be hoped that communal frenay will 

die out in course of time, it is certainly wise to prepare 

for its recurrence during the next two or three years till 

political stability and economic equilibrium are achieved* 

It is, therefore, nece3cary that the State should undertake 
4 

a positive liability fflri? those who may have to sufier 

owing to its outbreaks. This, as has been already indicated) 

can be done in two ways. Either the liability may be 
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may be undertaken^imply through a legislative provision 

and machinery created for assessment of compensation. In 

practice, however, it may* not he easy tc verify the truth 

of claims relating to movable property, stock in trade, etc 

It may, therefore, be wiser to institute a fund for cover- ; 

ing the riske oi’ communfila rioting on the model of the war 

rj aka insurance fund* A small insurance permium may be 

levied from all persons who wish go be compensa'ced if 

rioting occurs. It should oe the duty of the Provoncial 

Government, if the fund is organized on a provincial basis 

and of the Government of India, if it is to be on all-India 

basis, tr f’cet the deficiency in th e fund mf compensation 

claims totaL up to a larger araont than the balance of the 

fund at. ,any time. She establishment of the principle of 

compulsory compensation for irio t victims is particularly 

necessary when a ministry rests on the support of a com¬ 

munity which is responsible ror che rioting. If the 

minis cry and the officials know that heavy compensation 

will have to be pa’%, they .re not lively co be carried 

away by their communal predilections. In the conditions 

of India, we canno^conceive of a more fundamental right 

for the minorities than the right to be fully protected 

against loss which msy occur during disturbances they have 

not caused or provoked. Thus principle of compensation, 

both as a decerent to communal rioting and as justice 

towards its victims when it unfortunately takes place, 

deserves immediate acceptance. Under the Government of 

India Act of 1935, the Central Legislature has a right 

to legislate upon this matter under item 14 of the con¬ 

current list. If there i3 ary doubt about the ratter, the 

Interim Government 3houId request the Governor-General, to 

proclaim an emergency under 3ection 102 so that a law 
# 

which is binding on the Provincial Governments, Cen-erul 

legislation is necessary because for obvious reasons many 

of the Provincial Governments cannot be expddted to take 
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March 221 LOOTING wail ON IN PRESiSHCE OP POLIClii 

(By Our Special Correspondent) 

JL.'-' DiiLHI, Friday._Master Tura Singh, who is here 

on a brief vi3it, stated at a Press conference this even- 

,, ing that the Punjab police could be written off because 

it was divided into communal compartments* A^e considered 

th;.»t the drastic ordinance passed by the Governor autho¬ 

rising assistant sub—Ins ector £ of police to shoot at 
\ 

sight was definitely aimed against Hindus and Sikhs* He 

would not give this powerf he said, to the police buj# only 

to the military because the soldiers had not yet been 

demoralized. 

Master Tara Singh atributed the corange witnessed in 

the Punjab to the fact that there hod been virutal Muslim 

rule in the province for the last ten years with the result 

that moat of the services and key x>sts hud passed into 

the hands of Muslims, and the Silchs and the Hindus parti- 
" - 

cularly those in services had be n thereby demoralized* 

In the circumstances, there were only two solutions 

for the ximjab situation. The first was that the Punjab 

Legislature should be reconstitued giving Sikus and Hindus 

30 per cent representation each and the Muslims the re¬ 

gaining 4*0 per cent. And, secondly, if the existing com- 

Iposition was not to be changed, then the Premier of the 

/ Punjab should be either a Sikh or a hindu and the portfolio 

/ for Law and Order should also be held by either a Sikh 

or a Hindus so that communal disproportion in the ;olice 

\ force might be set right aid the force reorganized. 

On no other terms would he and his party agree to the 

formation of a Ministry in the Punjab. They wo Id indeed 

resist a League Ministry with all available resources. He 

would prefer Section 95 rule to continue because that would 

not worsen which it would if the Muslim League were to be, 

put in possession of power. 
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DIAGNOSIS of SITUATION! Master Tara Singh's 

diagnosis of the Punjab disturbances is that the Muslin 

had the impression evexy where that they could hill and 
i 

loot as they liked and would not be punished for it. 

The police had the order not to fire at Muslim mobs and 

not to oharge them with lathis during the 33 days of the 

League movement. This order encouraged rioters andjthe 

com unal-minded polic e force to attack the minorities. 

He held the opinion that the processions which the Mu3liqj 

League took out could have been stopped without difficulty 

if the authorities had resorted to lathi chugge* 

Asked whether he favoured partition of the Punjab 

Master Tara Singh said that he would favour division 

provided the major part/< of the Sikhipommunity remained 

in one province and no single community in such a province 

had a majority over the other two. Master Tara Singh 

totally denied the resport published in certain Muslim 

League papers that he had headed a procession in Lahore 

holding a nacked sword. 

He remarked! **I never unsheathed may sword fully. 

If I do I cannot take it back without some blood. If I 

show my sword I draw only half." 

Master Tara Singh felt that swords were not of 

much use a3 a weapon of offence or defence to the face of 

spears which were in the possession of people in thousands] 

Amritsar happenings* Master Tara Singh gave a 

detailed account of the personal impression of what 

happened in Amritsar. He said that for the first two 

days the Muslims freely set fire and looted Hindu and 

Sikh shops and houses. Defiance of the curfew order by 

the Muslims stopped only when the British troops arrived. 

The Indian troops in Amritsar were not used probably 

because they were Hindus. He 3aw Mr. Jenkins, D.I.G., 

C.I.D., pass in a car while looting was going on and the 
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and the officer took no notice of it. 

Master iara Singh said that ffindu and Sikh shops 

were looted in Amritsar in the presence of the police 

while the Hindus and Sikhs looted Muslim shops only when 

the police wa3 absent. The riots were certainly preplanned 

locally even if the Provincial Muslim League leaders v/ere 

not aware of them. He 3aid that the information he had 

received from western district was that certain villages 

v/ere entirely wiped off and their inhabitants butchered. 

He estimated that the casualties of Hindus and Sikhs killed 

could not be less than 4*000 (not officially confirmed). 

Me charged the authorities with wilful neglct of their duty 

COM IUHILISM IH POLICki The A.P.I. adds; Master 

Tara Singh said that the Punjab disturbed Areas Act had 

be n enacted too late. “Probably it has been promulgated 

to prevent retaliation." 

He was anxious that the power to shoot at sight 

should be ,j£ven only to the military. "The Punjab police 

*is finished. It is divided into communal compartments. 

At one place at Rawlapinii the De.4ty Commissioner of 

Police complained that the policemen/7themselves raised 

slogans like IJakistan Zindabad. The Muslims are in over¬ 

whelming numbers in the police_it is said they are about 

90 per cent. Police does noting against Muslims; it does 

much more agaisnt Hindus and Sikhs." 

Bye-v/itnes3 Accounti Giving a detailed eye-wiinesa 

account of the disturbances in Amritsar, he said that on 

the night of March Muslims took out a proce33ion to the 

beating of drums and althou gh the police were with them 

no action was taken. He approached the Deputy Com. Isoionor 

for the despatch of the military but he was informed that 

the military could not enter the city at night, although 

a company of troops was encamped in front of the Kotwali 

in the heart of the city. 

On the sixth, shops in the main bazar were being 
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L 
On the 3ixth, shops in the main bazar were being 

set on fire and looted by unarmed mobs but still no ac¬ 

tion was taken* lie saw shops being looted about iOO yards 

from the kotwali by an unarmed Muslim mob. On the 7th 

he again saw Muslin looting shops and approached the 

police fruitlessly on two occasions* On the tiiird occasion 

ho ap )roached an English officer, who ordered a dozen 

policemen to intervene and they dispersed the mob by firin 

24 rounds. He wa3 told that one raai was wounded by the 

firing but this was doubtful. Shis was first time the 

police had opened fire. 

AS one pluje, said Master Tara Singh, he s iw a 

3hop being looted by Hindus .ind Sikhs* At least for more 

than 24 hours Muslims had a free hand and on the 6th 

Hindus and Sikhs al30 began to retaliate. British troops 

entered the city on the 7th and the ourfew order were 

enforced. 

RIOT CASSALTIBSi Spears were freely used in 

Amritsar. There were at least 10,000 s ears with Muslims, 

Hindus and Sikhs* He estimated th.*t in Rawalpindi, Attoch 

and Jhelum districts not less than 4,000 Hindus and Sii;hs 

were killed, (Not officially confirmed) In several xx. 

villages in Rawalpindi district almost all the inhabitants 

had been butchered. In one thana alone not less than 300 

(not officially confirmed) people were said to have been 

killed. 

The "wilful neglect* of the police, he said, 

might be due to the fact that they were demoralized by 

the 34-day agitation of the Muslim League. They were 

under the impression that their duty was to do nothing • 

There were orders to them that they should do nothing . 

A Sikh police constable was murdered und an .English 

Superintendent of Police oadly injured in Amritsar by the 

mob, but still no action was taken. One can think further 

that all these riots in the Western Punjab were dure to 

the impression among rioters th t they would not be 
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would not be punished. 

Master Tara Singh said he had come to Delhi to 

consult his friends. Ho would remain in touch with 

Sardar Boldov Singh, Defence Minister, and other Sikh 

leaders. 

?JARCH 231 THE DESERTED VILLAGES* 
(From Our Special Correspondent) 

RA ALPIi'JDI, March 22. _ Worth-Western Punjab 

today presents a grin and ghastly spectacle from the air. 

As the plhne flies over this fertile area, intersected 

by innumerable rivers, rivulets, streams and Cunai3, one 

sees an unbroken succession of completely gutted villages 

forming a monstrously macabre contrast to the surrounding 

country-side, which in these days, just before the harvest, 

looks like a lovely gre n carpet. 

Travelling by air from Lahore to Rawalpindi, I saw 

village after village completely burnt out besides others 

which had been partly destroyed. Then there were scores 

of villages outside one's view a great majority of whom 

have suffered similar damage. 

from the air, these wrecked homes of numerous 

peasants just 3eem:d like ugly scars on the face of the 

Punjab and at first one found it almost impossible to grasp 

the full magnitude^ of the tragedy. Only a few days ago 

these empty shells of houses were full of men and women 

who lived a normal life . How one could see here and there 

in these wrecks of houses minute specks of human forms, 

perhaps trying to salvage what little was left of their 

belongings. 

One could picture what must huve happened in these 

villages, the isolated self-sufficing units of humanity, 

almost cut off from the rest of the world through lack of 

communications. One realised what ghastly scenes of urder 

arson, rape and other primitive cruelties these villages 

must have suffered and one could not help wondering whether 

those who3G irre37)onsi le )roua:anda had urovoked this 
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provoked this "massacre of the innocents" were now satis- 
/ 

fiea with the res its which hhd logically followed from 

very reliable s urces here. 

There can be no question th .t the rural areas 

found Rawalpindi have witnessed a bloodbath without paral¬ 

lel since the 1 lid die Ages. for cx.-irr.ple a police sub- 

las ector in charge of a small village thana n ;ar Rawal¬ 

pindi, told rue that in hi3 are-n alone the U imber of 
t 

persons hilled exceeded 500. 
* § A 0 

In ad iti>n, it is said that nearly 100,000 

people have bean rendered i0iceles3 . The number of r - 

fugee3 from t£e countrjs.de who have taken shelter in 

Rawalpindi city, as well as in Gujjur Khan, another in- 

pottant town of the district, is now estimated to have 

risen to well oyer 50,000. 

Nearly 14,000 refugees from the surrounding rural 

areas, who are crowding Rawalpindi today, make this city, 

lying at the foot of the TIi ulayas, a heart-rending sight 

even though, compared with Amritsar o r llultan, it has 

suffered little material damage. Only 100 shops and 

houses have been burnt in the city proper, thanks to the 

heroic del- C put up by its own citizens. But th® 

surrounding areas where the minority communities formed 

less than 20 por cent, of the population, have l)een com¬ 

pletely devastated. Today I viejied a n;trader of refugee 

, whic/t, have been set an the city both py the 

military and by other civilian authorities, and sights 

of misery and hor or were seen. 

Officials lead rioters: 

Bozen of weeping Sikh refugees told me with what 

utter oro'barity their hair wore cut and bo..rds shaved. 

They were forced to recite kaima to save their lives. 

They narxated how village la/oardai's, zaildars and other 

)0lice and Government officials had led riotious moos 

against the m nority communities. 
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Forcible conversion* They told me how their sisten 
'll 

mothers and daughters were raped, abducted,forcibly con¬ 

verted and married to members of the majority community* 

Today there is one cry on the lips of these 

wretched victims of most horrible atrocities s "Get back 

our sisters, mothers and wives*" 

There i s hardly a complete family in any of these 

camps, most families having a number of members missing* 
‘ 

Here and there one comes across and individual 

who is the soul survivor in his village* I have heard 

tales stranger than fiction* 

VILLAGERS BURNT ALIVE* I heard how all members 

of the minorities communities, including women and child¬ 

ren in a particular village, were locked in a single house 

which was set fire too* All of them were roasted alive. 

You hear how mobs beheaded children infront of 

their parents, girls hardly 11 or 12 years of age were 

raped in broad day-light before assembled crowds an# how 

fchose trying to escape from fire dnloping their homes 

were bodily lifted and thrown back into the roaring falmed* 

Red Cross Relief Workers, who had been to adjoin¬ 

ing villages, told me how they collected hundreds of auti- 

1 ted corpses from each village and hud them cremated • 

MAY 3* LEAGUE AGITATION DIRECTED AGAINST HINDUS AND SIKHS 
(FROM A CORA^SSONDENT) 

PESHAWAR , May 2 * As a result of the Muslim 

League's communal propaganda the minority®* communities 

in the Frontier Province had suffered enormously, hundreds 

having been murdered, many thousands converted and pro¬ 

perty worth crores of rupees having be n burnt or looted, 

said a memorandum presented to the Viceroy on behalf of 

the Hindu and Sikh public bodies of the province daring 

the Viceroy visit here a few days ago. 

The representation, while d during its support 

to the Ministry, 3aye that the civil services in many 
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in many places had noCt been co-operating with the 

Ministry and hence the culprits were never brought to 

book while innocents belonging to the minority communities 

were arrested and unjustly punished. The memorandum ur¬ 

ges the poscing of adequate military forces in the dis¬ 

turbed areas, appointment of impartial district and police 

officers and giving severe punishment to the offenders. 

The following is the text of the memorandum*- 

"A8 a sequel to the Direct Act-on campaign 

launched by the Muslim League in Calcutta last year, and 

its aftermath, Nuslim League leaders of this province k 

have been carrying on a most virulent type of communal 

propaganda agiinst the Frontier minority communities, 

with the rsult that woeful incidents of murders, murder¬ 

ous assaults, forcible conversions, arson and loot, 

involved tremendous loss of life and property, and acute 

physical and mental agony to the innocent victims have 

taken place at different places in the province since 

October 1, 1946, 

Over 500 Murdered* "According to conservative 

estimated the number of minority community members mur¬ 

dered is about 500, of those stabbed and wounded about 

150, and of those forcibly converted about 4,000, Nearly 

50 places of worship have been burnt, as also 1,500 houses 

and shops. Property worth crores of rupees of the min- 
a 

ority com unity members has be n burnt, looted or destroyei 

"The minority comjunity residents of this province 

feol that if the communal propaganda carried on by the 

Muslim Leaguers is not effectively checked by the Govt, 

more tremendous loss of life and ,roperty is seriously 

apprehended. Aire 4dy a large number of members of the 

minorities communities huve left the province owing to 

a feeling of extreme insecurity under the present condi¬ 

tions created by the Muslim League's communal agitation. 

This 
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This continuing exodus of minorities is fraught with 

disastrous consequences. 
9 

TRADE PARALYSED: "Since March 10, normal life 
* 

nd trade in Peshawar have been almost paralysed. For 

ti»n days at a stretch all Hindu and Sikh residents of 

Peshawar remained confined to their houses for fear of 

being stabbed, shot or murder d by Muslim Leaguers in 

spite of the Ministry's solicitude to help them. 

"The minority communities h.ve fully confidence 

in the present Ministry which has be*?n doing its utmost 

to give them protection, but it is an open secret that a 

preponderating element in the Services does not co-operate , 

with the Ministry in carrying out its policy effectively. 

"It is patent though extremely deplorable fact 

that eery few culprits who inflict loss of life and pro¬ 

perty on minority community members are apprehended and 

brought to tyjok. On the other hand, when a member of 

either of the mignority communities exercises his right 

of private self-defence against heavy odds, he is at once 

proceeded against with a vengeance. 

MINISTRY'S POSITION SOUND: 

"The present agitation carried on by the Leaguers 

is in fact not anti-Ministry, but anti-Hindu and anti-Sikh 

The present Ministry is in office on account of the con¬ 

fidence that it enjoys of the majority of Muslim members 

in the Legislature. Even if the 11 Hindu and Sikh members 

of the Legilature were to withdraw their support, the 

Ministry could continue in office, as it would still have 

the confidence of 21 Muslim & members, in the Legislature. 

The very fact that not a single act of violence has been 

committed on any Muslim supporter of the Ministry, shows 

that the w ole agitation is in fact anti-Hindu and anti- 

Sikh , though it has be n shown in the false garb of anti- 

Ministry agitation. 
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"The free access to the tribal tracts enjoyed by 

the Muslim League leaders and workers during the past ten 

months, and the communal propaganda carried on by them 

then; against the minority communities have resulted in 

the recent tragic happenings in the district of Lera 

Ismail Khan. Unless im.mediate and effective steps are 

taken to put a check on the activites of the Muslim Lea¬ 

guers in the tribal territory, a repetition of the grave 

happenings in Dera Ismail Khan district is feared in other 

parts of the province. 

MORE MILITARY FORCES URGED* "Ir. view of the facts 

herein submitted, your Excellency's memorialists pray that : 

in order to restore confluence and to attain noranEL and 

peaceful conditions in this province the following measures 

may kindly b8 taken*_ 

"(a) Thorough investigation of all offences 

affecting life and property by impartial officers of 

approved integrity. 

"(b) Condign punishment to persons who may be 

found guilty. 

"(c) Imposition of collective fines in areas 

wherein murders, arson and loot have taken .lace and mis- 

oreants cannot be traced. 

"(d) Arrangements for adequate military forces 

to be placed at the disposal of the civil authorites for 

quelling disturbances and keeping order. 

"(e) Posting of such impartial district and police 

officer; as may com and the confidence of the minorities." 

The memorandum was signed by Sardar Partap Singh, 

M.L.A., R.E. Lina Nath, L. Gulab Rai, L. liar Narain, G.L. 

Salwan, L. Lachman Las Luggal and S. Prem Singh. 

K\ 

\ 
JUNE 20; SIKHS FACING EXTINCTION* 

Master Tara Singh in a statement in «ew Delhi, on 

SuxsEtzy Thursday declared that "under the communal decisioi 

of H.M.G. the Sikhs are in the greatest danger of communal 

slavery or total extinction." IheMuslims,he pointed out, 
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would get Pakistan which wo Id bigger than their share in 

the whole of India according to population basis while 

the Hindus would get the rest of India* 

Master Tara Singh added* "But as regards the Sikhs 

they were danger of being divided into two parts."Threats 

are being held out in certain quarters to deprive them 

even of the weightage which they enjoy at present. The 

Muslims preferred Pakistan to weightage. They were success¬ 

ful in securing what they preferred* 

"But the position of the Sikhs will become more 

precreaous than it is under the present condition* They 

may be deprived of their weightage^d, i^addition, may 

lose their solidarity hs they have been given no power in 

the constitution-making in either of the two Qonstituent 

Assemblies even in matters involving major communal issues* 

GAIN IS ONLY NEGATIVE* "The Sikh community has 

been thrown, bound and foot, at the mercy of others. What 

do the Sikhs gain in lieu of these losses? It may be said 

that ^portion of them is saved from Pakistan but even this 

gain is only negative. But this cannot satisfy the Sikhs 

whose very existence is at stack* 

"Ify only hope is that all is not lost yet* The 
jj0k .«u- 

boundary commission may maintain our solidarity and entity 

but the situation is so precarious that we cannot sit un - 

concenred over the sentence which mty soon be passed over us 

"The Sikhs must immediately mobilize public opinion 

and arrive at a decision with re urd to the future policy 

and programme. But processions and public meetings have 

been banned under the cloak of the Public Safety Act even 

those portions of the Punjab where there has be n no 

ajor communal trouble."_ 

Master Tara Singh referred to rumours that poiw 

^ions of the Punjab containing Nankana Sahib might go into 

Pakistan and that the Sikhs must "resist such a terri¬ 

ble proposal." 
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He requested the Punjab Government to lift the ban 

on Public meetings held to protest against any such pro¬ 

posals in Sikh villages* 

Advocating migration of the Sikh population from 

the West Punjab to the East Punjab, Master Tara Singh 

stated that exchange of population was necessary to main¬ 

tain Hour integrity and peace of the province* It may n<fct 

pe practicable in the case of the Hindus and Muslims, for 

it would involve crores of people with vailing languages, 

Customs, mood of living, food, climate etc* But in the 

case of the Sikhs no such difficulty exists* It will not 

be difficult atjall, provided the Eastern Punjab contains 

suf icfcent^and other pro erty to facilitate an exchange 

of population*"_API* 

SEPTEMBER 7i ORIGIN 0? THE RIOTS. ^ 

(By Our Special Representative) 

The Bihar tragedy, following the Calcutta killings, 

was exploited by the Muslim League for political ends* 

Refugees and sufferers and even the skulls of the dead 

were taken to the Punjab and the N*W*F.P* and the feelings 

of the masses were aroused against Hindus and Sikhs* The 
0 

communal orgy last March caused untold losses to Hindus 

and Sikhs. To make matters worst the League leaders and 

the Muslim Press boasted that they had taught the minorities 

a lesson and called the sikh bluff. 

However, nothing untoward happened for four months* 

But tension grew as refugees poured into towns and the 

countryside in ast Punjab* The majority oQf those who 

had eix colonised Crown lands in West Punjab were from the 

Eastern Districts what had ret dned their families ties. 

The tale of honor they brought stirred the worst passions 

and the spirit of vengeance among their relatives and 

friends, who began to look for an opportunity to retaliate* 

\ The decsion to divide the Punjab^the appointment 

of the Boundary Comraision and the uncertainty about where 
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.about where the boundary line would be drawn 

further un-settied peoples minds. 

The Sikh leaders who had formerly disappeared of 

their following seized thi3 opportunity to play up the 

atrocities md to instil into the people the belief that 

the Sikhs would never be safe in Pakistan and that for 

the sake of self-preservation they must all live in the 

central districts, if necea-.ary, by asking the Muslim to 

move to Western dsitricts. But the first blow was struck 

by the Muslims in Amritsar district and that le^t loose 

the forces which were until then a cheqk. The change 

over of officers on August 15 helped in the s read of 

the fire. 

* * * * * * 
« • t • 

^any H^ndu and Sikh officers who came over to 

East unjab had seen their families murdered in cold blood 

and their property looted. They had seen Muslim Magistral 

cy and police aid and abet the assassins and the looters. 

So when the trouble started in East Punjab, instead of 

controling it, they sat back in their ch ±rs and in some 

cases even abeted the wrong doers. 

As far the others the bitlerness stored over 

many yers on account of communal preferment for Muslima 

in the unjob made them less vigilant than they should 

have teen. Practically throughout their oarrer they had 

seen l«ss competnet Muslima being appointed to Government 

jobs in preference to iiindus and Sikhs and hud sufi'erred 

the ignomy of supersession and the agony of frustration. 

On the other hand, the Musl'ss officials felt that 

Islam had been their sheet - anchor, that but for communal 

reservation in services they would not have shared in the 

loaves and fishes of office. Suffering from an inferiority 

complex, they thought th t their safety and that of their 

children lay in having a separate Muslim State in which 
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in w dch they would not have to compete with the Hindus 

for positions of power and influence. It was natural for 

such officials to think in terms of wiping out the mino¬ 

rities in their State. 

1 ***** 

Little did the British Government or Mr. Jinnah 

realise that by the policy of communal reservations in 

services they were rearing a greater monster than even 

separate electorates. Muslim League politicians were 

pleasantly surprised to find their best supporters among 

Government Officials. A large part of the credit for the 

victor;/ of the Muslim League at the polls was due infact 

to Muslim Officials of the Government who not only canva¬ 

ssed votes for them but often tempered with ballot papers a 

and ballot boxes. 

These officials indeed established Pakistan in 

every department of the State and the final decision in 

favour of partiti n was brought about more by the attitude 

of Muslim Officials than even because of the popular back- 
* 

ing of the^uslia League. The activities of these officials 

in the various departments were making for administrative 

chaos. The communal or.^y of last March brought matters 

to a head . The Congress leaders felt that India must be 

saved from drafting towards chaos by a quick decision - 

and that in favour of partiti n. 

* * * * * 

yi Once parti ton was agreed upon both the parties 

^ wanted to separate without delay. But the worst bludner 

committed by the League leaders was to insist on immediate 

division of the army» the police and the civil services 

on communal lines. In the communally surcharged atmos here 

the minorities last confidence in the communally manned 

administration^ the new officers hud no time to understand 

thier new responsibllites and to build up contacts with the 

I people. Bast Punjab was left with three thousand policemen 

\ out of a normal force of 17 f000 and that at a time when 
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when the administration was undergoing the greatest's tress# 

It idsy be paid that the Muslin police could have been 

kept on, but reports had been received that Muslim cons¬ 

table had been injected by the communal virus and that 

they were planning in certain border districts to walk 

over to Pakistan with their rifles and other equipments. 

/T^ey had to be disarmed. The province had a Governor who 

was an outsider. The new Minis cry consisting of a Premier 

and a Horae Minister was formed a day before the new pro¬ 

vince came into being# The Secretariat of the new Govt# 

was still in the process of transfer to Simla# 

There was thus hardly any 'Government worth the 

name in Bast Punjab when law and oruer was challenged on 

an un-precedented scale. But for the fact th c Mr. Chandu- 

lal Trivedi kept his head and that the Government of India 

backed him with all its rr3anrces chaos would have over- 

whelemed the new province. 

# * * * # 

• • * m • 

West Punjab, on the other hand, inherited a well- 

knit administrative system and a well-estaalished Secre¬ 

tariat in Lahore. But the League leaders did not realize 

that Muslim officials considered themselved the real 

inheritors of power and that they hud their own ideas 

about running the Pakistan of their dreams. Maddened of 

by the highly exaggerated reports of happenings in Last 

JPunjab published in the Pakistan Press and boradcast by 

Pakistan Radio, they let loose the forces of destruction 

on the minorities in West Punjab in a bid to wipe them out^ 

It is said that at least one of the top League 

leaders was in conspiracy witn them and egged them on to 

annihilate the minorities, as he believed th^t to be the 

only way to make the foundations of Pakistan secuie . 

Wielding administrative power and having at their command 

the police and the military as an engine of oppression, 

these officials committed the worst crimes of butchery 
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These a£ts h .ve rudely shaken even Mr. Jinnah 

who ha3 mourned the fact that these officials by their 

primitive brutal xties have deprived him of the credit of 

brining into being the biggest Muslim State in the world” 

without violence. 

Perhaps the tragedy would not have occurred hod 

Sir Evan Jenkins not resisted introduction of aartial law. 

Possibly the toll of human life and the extent of misxy 

would ha^ be^n less had not General Aees worked up the 

bogey of Sikhs murdering and killing here, there, and 

everywhere, to denude West Bunjab of armed forces. 

The ,,-at tern of attack, butchery, arson and loot 

in most places .'eat ?unjab was the same as at Sheikhu- 

pura. A false alarm that a Sikh band headed by hors .men 

had attacked a locality would be sent to the military. 

The Local police would impose curfew. The National Muslim 

Guards would set fire to Hindu and Sikh nouses. The 

people running for life from burning houses would be shot 

for breaking the curfew. Those trying to escape the town 

would be outchered by the troops. 

When Pandit Nehru and Mr. Liquat ali Khan inquired 

about these tragedies, they found nowhere any proof of 

any arms of the sopalled Sikh bands having ijeen seized 

or any of their horses falling dead on the field. Fortu¬ 

nately, the plot was discover d by a high military officer 

of the Indian Array and its mod course wa3 checxed in ti&e. 

Otherwise, Sheikhupura's story would h-ve oeen repeated in 

a dozen other towns. 

Has the peak passed? The thousands of refugees 

gathered at places like Okara, Jhang, tJhiniot and over 

haif a million Hindus and Sikhs in lyallpur and hundreds 

of other districts ao not think so. The spread of the 

trouble to Ambala division is ominous. But if the Govern- 
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.But ii the Governments work sincerely in the cause of 

peace' further and greater tragedy may be averted* 

Largely it depends on the Pakistan Government aid 

people to determine the fate of minorities on both sides. 

Anyway, Indian leadership must act with determinutii 

to inspire confidence among the people th,t if will not 

stand any more nonsense, that the safety and security of 

the sub-continent is its concern and that it will not let 

the country drift any further into chaos, whatever the x 

cost and however rev iutionary the steps it mty have to 

take. 

i 
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EXTRACT TAKEN FROM "STATESMAN" FILE, 

(Aeflb 1946# £fo*) 

at the instance of Prof.KIRPAL SINGH 

I/C, SIKH HISTORY RESEARCH 
DEPARTMENT, 

KilALSA COLLEGE, AMRITSAR. 

OCTOBER 221 VIOLENCE OF THE BRAVE IN NOAKHALIl 

CALCUTTA, Oct.21: "From whact I have seen and heard 

the day before, I am clearly of the opinion that what ever 

the Government, Provincial or Central, may are or may not 

do, every Bengali, male or female, has to defend himself 

and herself by whatever m ans he or she can contirve, " 

says Acharya J.B. Kirpalani, President elect of the Indi n 

National Congress, in a statement to the Press. 

"In this connexion", adds Mr. Kirpalani, "I would 

keep before evciy Bengali the example of Mr. Rajindra Lai 

Roy and his family who defied a mob for full two days and 

fell fighting. Even as a believer in absurd non-violence • 

I hold that the rosidfeforte offtfred by Mr. Rajindra Lai Roy a 

and family was the nearest approach to non-violence. I pay 

my tribute to his memory and the memory of all those who 

have fallen fighting against the lowest elements in society. 

Mr. Rajindar Lai Roy, referred by Mr. Kirpalani, 

was a well known Zamindar of Ram Ganj Are^i and President of 

the District Hindu Mahasabha and of the Nawakhali District 

Bar Association. It was reported that his hous was attacks' 

on Oct.10. Members of the family and villagers who had 

assembled in the house offered resistance he ded by Mr. Roy 

They repulsed three successive attacks. It was alleged 

that the hooligans returned a fourth times armed with guns 

over powered the defenders, and killed Mr. Roy and members, 

of his family as also other villager., who had taken shelter 

there. 

REFUGEES IN TRIPURA* 

There ar over six thousand refugees in Agartala 

town. Capital of Tripura State and Belonia and Sonaimuri. 
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Contiguous to the British Indian Area are also having 

a large number of refugees, according to the publicity 

officer, Tripura State, who in a message dated Oct.19 

said* “Streams of refugees, mostly women and children 

all ill-clad and mostly without food, are posring in 

from Akhaura station. 'She Tripura Government is taking 

all possible precautionary measures for internal security 

and has also started relief operations • A local relief 

committee formed by tne Chief Minister with members 

drawn from all parties is running three relief centres. 

More centres will be needed from tomorrow if the influx 

continues unabeted. 

"Quite a number of ^refugees are suffering from 

fever, dysentery and cold. It is feared that desaase in 

epidemic form may break out. " 

The first batch of refugees from Moakhali Distt. 

arrived at Tinsukia on Oct. 19. The Railway Staff th re 

sent them in a special compartments about fifty to Bigoi 

and hundred to Bibrugarh. 

A refugee stated that they orignally numbered 
> 

about 700 consisting of men, women and children .aid en¬ 

trained on Thursday morning. Keleif workers at G-angap- 

sag *r station aeoomod .ted about 500 of them. There was 

no room in the Comilla , Akhaura and Agartala relief 
■ > -. 

camps about 100 men went to L-auhati and a certain number 

were detained at intermediate stations between Lumding 

and Tinsukia. 

It is reported from the Bibrugarh that the Marwarj 

community there had expressed its readiness to ar ange 

for the relief of refugees, accomodating in thdir houses 

vacated by the military. API. 

OCTOBER, 30* RIOTS 3PREAB TO MORE BIHaR VILLAGES* 

PATNA, Oct. 29* The communal disturbances in 

Chapra are reported to have spread to more villages ad¬ 

joining the town. An aerial survey of villages afxected 
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affected so fur has o>.en made by the Superintendent of 

Police| Saran, 

Tho total number of causaltiss j.n the district 

of Saran is estimated at 115 killed and 107 injured, 
» 

About uO people were kill d in the village of 

Paigambarpur, about 18 miles from Chapra. Twelve deaths 

are reported from the village of Khb'daibag, 

Stray assaults in the town of Chapra are still 

being reported, although there is a slight improvement 

in the situation. 

Troops have been brought into co itr^l the situati 

in the district. 

Mr. Sri Xriahan Sinha, Prime Minister, Bihar, is 

expected to visit affected vill-ges this afternooi. All 

the educational institutions in Chapra have been closed 

for 15 days. The courts have been instructed by the 

Patna High Court not to hear cu3oo till Nov,4 if the 
* 

parties concerned are not ieady are present. _API. 

V* ( 
QUI13T IN 

LAHORE, Oct, 28i No further incident has been 

reported from Ludhiana State the Chief Secretary to the 

Punjab Government this afternoon • 

Seven persons have be n killed and about 20 injur 
» 

so far in the communal disturbances which broke out on 

the night of Oct, 24. 

The report issued by the Cheif Secretary of the 

Punjab Government yesterday stated* "communal disorders 

broke out in Ludhiana on the night of 24/25, resulting 

in one person being killed and one seriously injured. 

"On Oct. 25 three more incidents took place, 

including one of stabbing. Curfew was imposed from the 

evening of Oct. 25 from 8-30 p.m. to 6 a.ai. After the 

curfew had expired on Oct. 26 there were 1? incident 

took place, which resulted in two deaths. Strong police 

rerinforeement have been sent from Lahore and troops in 
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EXTRACT TAAEft ?«C M STATESMAN FILE 

(jdelU*‘ 1947. £ fit Tito) 

at the instance of Prf. Airpal Siugh 
l/C* Sikh History Kesearon Depatt. 

KliALSA COLLEGE, AiiRISIAR. 

OCTOBER 20 i GENOCIDE 

The India League of America recently recom.Tended 

th t UNO's General. Assembly should adopt a convention for 

the prevention and punishment of genocide. This hybrid 

word, part Greek part Latin, was coined for use in the 

Nuremberg Trial by Dr. Lemkin, now Adviser on foreign 

Affairs to the Washington War Department. As the days 

flowed into weeks and the weeks into onths while the 

leaders of Germany followed each other in the Nuremberg 

dock, the sinister meaning of the world was zckxxsd re¬ 

written in the blood, and sweat and tears which had flowed 

from many nations. In 1333, when still a Polish subject, 

Dr. Lemkin propo3e-d at a League of Nations Conference of 

of international jurists that two new dimes, "barbarism" 

and "vandalism", be introduced into the penal codes of 

member States- The only result v.'as that the Polish 

Government recalled him and withdrew his passport. Six 

years later the agony of his country through German 

genocide began. The plan for Poland was elucidated by 
% 

the Fuehrer to Schirach, Leader of the Hitler Youth, and 

Frank, Governor^Genrral of Poland, shortly after the 

initial attack. He said* "There should be one master 

only for the pAles_the German; two masters aide by side 

cannot and must not exist and therefore all representat4 

tives of the Polish intelligentsia are to te exterminated. 

The sounds cruel but such is the law of life." Himmler 

later exhorting his SS' said "In Poland, in weather 40 

degrees below zero we had to haul away thousands, tens of 

thaus nds, hundred of t'nous nds,$ we had to h^ve the 

toughness to sbfoot thousands of leading Poles." This 

was genocide. 
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Genocide does not me.»n indiscriminate slaughter, 

but a scientific policy of destroying a race, nation_or 

section of society. The massacre of the Hugenots was 

genocide, and so was the slow ex Gemination of the Red 

Indians in North America, as Mr. R.W. Cooper, historian 

of the Nuremberg i'rail points ou t. The methods used 

vary, though all are diabolical Hi tier's gusvchamoers 

were used to the same end as the opium which the Japanese 

dispensed so lavis ly in China both were for genocide*. 

The idea of race destruction however, was new to inter¬ 

national law when inoldded in the Nuremberg Indictment 

and it should now take its place in the penal codes of 

UNO's member nations. 

If Dr. Lemk n identified and named this fatal 

bacillus it was Karl Haus iOfer, the German geo politician, 

who contaminated the leaders of his country with the idea 

of genocide. He influenced them by his propaganda through 

learned socieities, political and military intelligence, 

the German General Staff and the organizations of German 

living abroad. His theories supplied much of the new un- 

codth Nazi vocabulary. Rudolph Hess was one of his ad¬ 

herents long before the formation of the Nazi party, 

programme were based on Haushoferan geopolitics $ but all 

the lobensraum Haushofer conquered for himself was first 

a place in a concentration camp, and then the two handfuls 

of Bavarian soil clutheed as he died after taking 

arsenic and then hanging himself 13 months ago at the 

age of 76. 

Before these events Hitler had learned all 

Haushofer co Id teach him, To Rauchning lie said* "We arc 

obliged to depopulate, if you ask me what I mean by depo¬ 

pulation, I mean the removal of entire racial units." In 

1959 Streichsr the Jew-baiter, published articles in "Der 

Stur^er", with "the full support of the highest Reich 

authority" to demand the extinction of the Jewish race. 

Anti-rSemitism, he later told S.S. generals, is exactly 
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is exactly the same as delousing, During the war, reports 

of "success" flawed in. 

Here is a typioa; example* "We have liquidate in 

the last 10 we.ks about >5»000 Jews in whi e Jhithenia. In 

the territory of Minksland Jewry has been eliminated with¬ 

out endangering the manpower dearads* in the preeicineirtly 

Polish ter itory of Lida 16,000 Jews, in Klin 3,000 Jews 

and so forth have been liquidated", The system of "hosta¬ 

ges" and the obliteration of whole ■'Tillages was incorpora¬ 

ted in Hitler's genocide_100 killed for each German sol¬ 

dier, and whole community burned in th.*ir churches, The 

death wagons, the huge communal graves from which sometimes 

the half deadfought their vayout, the thousands of lives 

lost in labour camps, all these were genocide, Dacahu, 

Sachsenhausen, Buchenwald, Mauthausen, Flossanburg and 

ravensbruck those six concentration camps of 1939 grew to 

over >00 before V-E Day, Each name is a synonym for geno¬ 

cide, the crinie newly created in law by the Nuremberg in¬ 

dictment. 
\ 

Some un-familiar with the Indian sub-continent, 

their minds full of perhaps exaggerated accounts of tra^isc 

events here, may consider it sorae-what ironic th vt lie India 

League of America should be the source of the convention f- 

fered to UNO to combat genocide. But those sponsoring the 

convention must have been aware of this, and ih indeed were 

possibly influenced by a very proper wish to emphasise^ 

before the world that the happenings in their ho>ie land 

can in no way-yet-classed as genocide. They; said th-t they 

believed the disturbances here to be "sporadic and temporary 

and therefore no genocide in the true sense," They are 

rightLeaders of both the new Governments did not de3iro 

these shameful/ barbarities against minority groups, have 

been put to extreme difficulty by them, and ere do_ng all 

in their power to stop them. The cl amities of the last two 
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last two months have been due to localized emotional up¬ 

heavals among the people themselve, which h ve resulted in 

localized acts of revenge, 3ome of these acts were planned 

but non, we are convinced by the ruling personnel in either 

new dominions. Sir Zafurullah Khan, leader of the Pakistan 

delegation to the UNO General Assembly, overlooked this 

fundamental point when impetuously accusing the Indian 

Government of complicty in "the slaughter of the Muslims," 

Abominable and degrading as the communal killings have 

been, they bear hitherto no relation to the scientifically 

organised and government sponsored crime of jjenocide. 

« 
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EXTRACT TAKEN FROM"STATESMAN" FILE 
Calcutta Edition, 1946. 

At the instance of Prof# KIRPAK SINGH 
i/C Sikh History Research Depatt# 

KHALSA COLLEGE# AMRITSAR# 
m a 

DECEMBER, 271 SIKHS DISOWNS HMG'e STATEMENT OF LEC#6l 

AiiilTSAR, l»ec. 24._She Sikhs Pratinidlii Pant hie 

Board, in a resolution adopted at its meeting today, called 

on all 3ikhs "to cany or. their struggle until satisfactory 

provision is made far safeguarding their interests in the 

future constitution of India." 

The resolution afxSn 3tated that on June 50, the 

Secretary of State fj^r India intimated Matter Tara Singh, Mie 

Akali leader, that it was not possible for the Cabinet 

Mission to make any addition to the statement of May 16, or 

to give any interpretation to it. 

"The statement of Dec. 6," the resolution adopted 

today says, "is not only an interpretation of that statement 
% 

but makes substantial additions to it. 

"The Statement of Deo.5 has been made to placate the 

intransigents of the Muslim League and is to the detriment 

of the minorities, especially the Sikhs# 

i'ox1 these reasons, the Board views with indignation 

the latest statement of HMG and calls on all Sikhs to carry 

on their struggle until satisfactory provision is made for 

safeguarding their interests in the future constitution of 

India#" 

Sardar Harnara Singh presided over the Board meetin 

today# 

Sardar Ealdev Sing1? Defence Minister, Central Govt 

gave the m eting a gist cf /this talks with the British Prim 

Minister and members of the Cabinet Mission during his rece 

visit to London# 

The meeting deputed Sardar Harnam Singh and some 

other Sikh leaders to see Mr. Gandhi, and request him to 

press for adequate safeguards for the Sikhs in the future 

constitution of India and to fulfil the Congress commitment 
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commitments in this regards to the Sikh community* 

The meeting also deputed some Sikh leaders to meei 

the members of the All-India Congress Committee in Delhi, 

when the Committee meets on Jan*5 to discuss the question 

of safeguarding Sikh interest* 

Sardar Baldev Singh is returning to Delhi tonight 

from Amritsar. 

PUNJAB MUSLIM LEAGUE PLAN FOR PARALLEL 
GOVEiiNMtJNT • 

CALCUTTA 29} 

LAHORE, Dec.27_ A " public treasury1 will suppor 

a " Parallel Government" which the Muslim League is seek¬ 

ing to set up in this Province to administer Muslim affair.1 

This step is being taken to stem the feeling of 

frustration which the Muslim league fears may occur in its 

rank and file following failure to wrest power in the 

,Punjab. 

The "treasury" will be utilized "for nation- 
m ^ m 

building program;;*," suys a resolution passed by the 

Provincial Muslim League. 

A number of taxes and cesse3 are sought to be 

imposed by the League on the Muslim population. Important 

among these is levy, not less than three pies per rupee, 

on sale bills of Muslim commercial concerns. 

Muslim industrial undertakings and commercial es¬ 

tablishments, the resolution says, "shall recover one day' 

salary in a year of their employees" for the "treasury" 

called the "National Fund." 

Muslims employed in the Services or earning wages 

in non-Muslim concenrs are enjoined to contribute one day’ 

earnings in a year. 

The gn.4re of Muslim League M.L.A.'3 is 10£ of the 

monthly allowance. 

Muslims who deposit their savings in b-ihka, but 

do not accept interest in accordance with the Quranic 
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QUranic injunction, are asked to advise their bankers 

to credit this income to the "National Fund", ^t is / 

also hoped to levy some form of deaths birth, and 
* 

wedding duties. The amont to be paid, however, is left 

to the wish of the individual. This is intended "to repi 
* 

replace the existing extravagant un-Islamic social custo 

ms." Names of persons who pay these levies will be 
* 

published in a special"roll of honour". 
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